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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE, PROCEDURES, AND LIMITATIONS
Within the last ten to fifteen years much attention
has been focused upon the American educational system.

Law-

makers, the media, and the public have all had a questioning
attitude toward the schools, the staff, and the outcome of
the present educational process.
Visible public discontent in the seventies was seen in
the number of taxpayers who voiced frustration over the continued increase in school expenditures while a steady decline
in student performance on standardized tests of achievement
occurred. 1 Malpractice suits had also been filed by parents
who became aware that their children had graduated from high
school lacking the basic skills of reading and arithmetic.
The malpractice suits contended that the educational system
of the school districts had not done what it was supposed to
do - educate the children. In Peter w. v. San Francisco
United School District 2 and Donohue v. Copiague Union Free

1naniel Duke, School Leadership and Instructional
Improvement (New York: Random House, 1987), 3.
2 Peter W. v. San Francisco Unified School District 60
Cal App 3d 814, 131 Cal Rptr at 854. (1976)
1

2

School District 3 , the parents sought damages from the School
Boards because their children did not learn the required
skills and yet were passed on from grade to grade.

In Hoffman

v. Board of Education, the first court awarded $750,000 in
damages for a non-physical injury.

The student had been

placed in an inappropriate setting because of automatic promotions. 4

The presence of this litigation and taxpayer frus-

tration had pointed to the public's lack of confidence in the
public schools.
The media had reported on the falling Scholastic Aptitude Test/American College Test scores for high school
students and on the lack of ability of students to read above
a third grade level.

Parents and the community wanted more

than the low scores and lack of reading ability.

They wanted

a better educational program.
In the early eighties this questioning attitude continued.

Low achievement scores, diluted curriculum, and lower

teacher quality were still being cited as problems within the
educational system. 5 "A number of commissions and special
reports warned the public that education in the United States
was in desperate need of reform. 116
3Donohue v. Copiague Union Free School District. 391
NE 2d at 1352. (1977)
4 Notes, "Educational Malpractice: Can the Judiciary
Remedy the Growing Problem of Functional Illiteracy?" Suffolk
University Law Review vol. 13, no. 1 (Winter, 1979), 31.
5Lorraine M. McDonnell, "Implementing School Improvement Strategies" June, 1983, 1, ERIC, ED 245 354.
6

Duke, 3.

3
The lawmakers picked up on the public's discontent and
the special reports.

State Legislatures began developing and

passing legislation that pushed the educational process into
improving.

Thompson and Cooley's research found major philo-

sophical and financial commitments have been made to provide
staff development support to local school districts. 7 The
Illinois Legislature, for example, made a commitment to improve the schools in Illinois by passing Senate Bill 730.
"Stiffer adademic requirements are being sought; lengthening
the school day and year are being tried; restructuring the
teaching profession is also being implemented 118 were the beginning activities of reform in education.
The Illinois Legislature passed Senate Bill 730, an
educational reform package, in 1985.

The passage of this Bill

was the impetus for an improved educational process within the
Illinois public schools.

Two provisions in this legislation

were the development and implementation of a staff development
program in every school district and the principal being
designated the instructional leader for the school.
The staff development programs in Illinois schools
should work directly with the classroom teacher according to
Senate Joint Resolution 25 and Senate Bill 730.

Through

Senate Joint Resolution 25, the General Assembly urged local
school districts to provide support and/or additional
7Jay c. Thompson and Van E. Cooley, ''Staff Development
in Local School Districts: Findings from Quality Programs in
the Fifty States," Educational Research Quarterly vol. 11,
no. 4 (1987), 2.
8McDonnell, 1.

4

inservice for teachers who had been transferred to new grade
levels or subject areas.

Senate Bill 730 continues with the

emphasis on helping the classroom teacher by stating that the
staff development plans must help to "update or improve a
teacher's skill or knowledge in order to maintain a high level
of performance. 119

The classroom teacher, as seen by the

Legislature and researchers such as Barth, Fenstermacher, and
Berliner, is an influential factor in student achievement.
Barth reiterates this idea by stating, "Probably nothing within
a school has more impact upon students in terms of skill development, self-confidence, and classroom behavior than the
personal and professional growth of their teachers. 1110
By developing and improving the teaching skills of a
teacher, the achievement scores of the student should also
improve.
The staff development process in Illinois is seen as
a program to help the classroom teacher develop and improve
teaching skills.

The need for this process is evident when

an overview of the make-up of the teaching staff is seen.
Many staffs consist of teachers who have taught for a number
of years.

There is limited teacher turnover.

Barth and Duke

both have expressed the fact that the demand for new teachers
11
has been low due to more veteran tenured faculties.
9 F. Howard Nelson and others, "Implementing Educational
Reform in IL: An Analysis of the 1985 Educational Reform
Legislation in IL" Nov., 1985, 37, ERIC, ED 265 278.
lORoland Barth, "The Principal as Staff Developer,"
Journal of Education vol. 163, no. 2 (Spring, 1981), 144.
11

Barth,

144:

Duke,

82.
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Without new teachers bringing in fresh ideas and updated
strategies, educators can become stymied.

Fenstermacher,

Berliner, Champagne, Nevi, and Fortenberry all express the
opinion that the new knowledge, techniques, and strategies
needed to maintain the high level of performance are not being
made available through everyday occurrences. 12 Staff development programs are therefore needed.
"Staff development has come to be recognized as one of
the important and powerful ways to assist the teacher. 1113
Through this process the teachers are presented with the new
knowledge, techniques, and skills that they would otherwise
be unaware of.

The teachers cannot afford to be closeted

alone in their classrooms anymore.

"The modern teacher must

be able to function in a complex environment of policy, law,
regulation, special programs, organizational structures, communication systems, and professional associations. 1114

This

knowledge and ability to function comes from the staff development program that each school district develops to help
its staff, and therefore, ultimately to help its students.
12 Gary Fenstermacher and David Berliner, "Determining
the Value of Staff. Development," Elementart School Journal
vol. 85, no. 3 (Jan., 1985), 282; David hampagne, "Does
Staff Development Do Any Good?" Educational Leadershit
vol. 37, no. 5 (Feb., 1980), 401; Charles Nevi, 11 Ha fTruths That Hinder Staff Development," Principal vol. 65,
no. 3 (Jan., 1986), 46; Robert Fortenberry, "Successful
Staff Development for Effective Schools," Journal of Ne&ro
Education vol. 54, no. 3 (Summer, 1985), 433.
13 Fenstermacher and Berliner, 282.
14 Ibid.,

282

6

In order for the teacher to improve through new knowledge and strategies, the teacher must internalize the new
information and change his/her behavior.

"This change is seen

as an essential ingredient to improve the educational
process." 15
When teachers obtain new knowledge concerning their subject, when they become aware of techniques and strategies that
will make teaching the concepts and skills easier, and when
the environment is supportive to implementation of the new
ideas and strategies, a change in the teaching process can begin.

The students will have benefited from their teachers'

learning.
"This phenomenon of change for school improvement has
a direct relationship to staff development. 1116 A good staff
development program can be used as the change agent.
It has been noted that in the past the above statement
could not have been made.

Poorly planned staff development

programs made teachers wary of the workshops they attended.
Wood and Thompson found the staff development programs were
characterized by lecture.

This lecture usually was given

under the guise of improving the behavior of teachers who were
seen as having deficiencies.

This view came from administra-

tors who viewed teachers in light of McGregor's Theory X.
15 Gary Griffen, ed., Staff Development 82 Yearbook of
National Societh of the Study of Education (Chicago:
University of C icago Press, 1983) 1.
16 R. Linden Courtier and Beatrice Ward, "Staff Development of School Improvement,'' in Staff Development 82 Yearbook
of National Society of the Study of Education, ed. Griffen,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 185.

7

The Theory X management philosophy assumed that teachers
worked as little as possible, lacked ambition, disliked responsibility, were self-centered, and were resistant to
17
change.
Therefore, the planning of the activities was impersonal and decided upon by the administration.
ticipation in the planning stage was lacking.

Teacher par-

Because the

staff development was for teacher improvement but no teachers
helped to organize the program, there were no clear objectives
to the program.

The topics were viewed as not relevant to the

day-to-day operation of the classroom and the learning process.
Wood and Thompson also found that the "inservice" was usually
a one-shot deal with no follow-up to see if the teachers were
using the ideas presented or if there were any problems that
needed to be corrected. 18
Research done by Yarger, Howey, and Joyce reinforced
Wood and Thompson's findings.

Thirty percent of the teachers

surveyed thought their inservice was poor. Over forty percent
of the teachers thought it was only fair. 19
In recent years the staff development program has
changed.

Fortenberry cites the studies of Edmonds, Brookover,

and Lezotte on effective schools to prove the change.

He

17 Thomas Sergiovanni and Robert J. Starratt, Supervision
Human Perspectives (St. Louis: McGraw Hill, 1983), 72.
18 Fred H. Wood and Steven R. Thompson, "Guidelines for
Better Staff Development," Educational Leadership vol. 37,
no. 5 (Feb., 1980), 375.
19 Richard H. Bents and Kenneth R. Howey, "Staff Development - Change in the Individual," in Staff Development/Organization Development ed. Dillon-Peterson (Alexandria: ASCD,
1981), 11.

8

states that staff development is becoming an integral part of
a school district.

Teachers are being placed on a level of

participation and decision-making with the administration.
Administrators are perceiving teachers through a more Theory
Y approach.

This management approach has teachers being self-

motivated, having potential for development, having the capacity to assume responsibility, and being able to direct
their own efforts to achieve their own goals. 20 The three
studies have also shown that school policies have had a significant effect on what the students learn and how they behave.

The schools by developing a more cooperative climate
have made a difference in student achievement. 21
The staff development process has changed.

It is becom-

ing a more realistic, cooperative endeavor which helps the
teacher learn, improve, and grow educationally.

Through this

growth the educational system will help its students to grow
educationally as well.

The staff development program of today

has become more organized and has set more clear objectives
due to the Senate Bill 730 requirement.

This requirement,

Section 2-3.59-60, states that the staff development plans
need to be prepared locally in accordance with the state
criteria.
"Staff Development has begun to be recognized through effective school research and staff development research as an
20 sergiovanni and Starratt,
21 Fortenberry, 431.

73.

9

important and powerful way to assist the teacher. 1122

It is a

program that can help implement new practices.
David Champagne listed eight reasons why a clear staff
development program is needed.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Staff development is an effective means
of providing teachers with help and encouragement.
Modeling of appropriate ways of interacting with students can be gotten by the
ways teachers interact with each other
and the administration.
Staff development can assist in identifying problems and needs of a whole school
setting.
Curriculum is constantly changing; plans
must be made to meet these changes.
Staff development can help bring in new
ideas.
Staff development will help teachers to
learn the best use of resources.
Clear expectations can be achieved through
staff development.
There will be noticed results in students
when a supervisory program focuses on the
instruction of students.23

The Rand Corporation reported on a federally supported
program for educational change.

The report pointed to the

fact that if schools are to survive and install new improved
means of educating the youth, the 1980's must be a decade of
staff development. 24
Staff development is a needed program within the
schools.

The programs are designed to help the teacher.

How-

ever, the program cannot by itself offer the encouragement,
22 Fenstermacher and Berliner,
23 champagne, 401.
24 Wood and Thompson,

374.

282.

10
feedback, and follow-up support.
building principal.

These actions come from the

"The school principal is the most impor-

tant and influential individual in any school. 1125

Taking this

same attitude of the importance of the principal within the
school, the Legislature's reform package, Senate Bill 730, has
assigned the newly revised addition of instructional leader to
the various roles of the principal.
The tone and climate of the school, the day-to-day
operations and the camaraderie developed among the staff all
have their origins with the principal.

"Effective research

has indicated that the principal and school behavior as an
organization are strongly linked. 1126 Duke concurs by stating
that the principal must play an active role in initiating,
guiding, and supporting staff development if it is to
succeed. 27
How a principal relates to the staff can help or hinder
the staff development program within the school and district.

25

Leon Edd, "Selling Your Staff on Staff Development,"
March, 1982, 1, ERIC, ED 217 531.
26 Burnis Hall, "Leadership Support for Staff Development: A School Building Model," 1986, 1, ERIC, ED 275 029.
27 Duke, 163.

11

Purpose
First, this dissertation reviewed definitions of staff
development, the components of a staff development program,
the development of such a program, and the components that
make the staff development program effective.

The staff de-

velopment definitions of Dillon-Peterson, Ragus and Shaw, and
Ragus are used.

To explain the difference between staff de-

velopment and inservice, this researcher relied on information
from Ragus, Hoehn, and Dale.

The articles written by Rogus,

Hoehn, and Dale discussed the difference between staff development and inservice while the other sources used for this dissertation did not.
The components of a staff development program have a
basis in how an adult learns.

Sprinthall developed seven

Adult Learning Guidelines while Wood and Thompson compiled
facts concerning adult learning.

In addition to the adult

learning components of staff development, Barth, Nevi, and
Fenstermacher and Berliner highlight other needed components.
The development of a staff development program is discussed through seven models:

Wood, McQuarrie, and Thompson's

Readiness, Planning, Training, Implementation, and Maintenance (RPTIM) Model; Bishop's Collaborative Planning Model;
Hall's Staff Development For School Improvement (SDSI) Model;
a model by Ragus; Rodriquez and Johnstone's Collegial Support
Model; a model by Worth and Worth; and a model by Sergiovanni
and Starratt.

The models have similar components needed for

development.

A total of eight components are mentioned, but

each model does not use all eight.

12
These seven models plus nineteen other sources including
Lawrence, Duke, Barth, McDonnell, Daresh, Thompson and Cooley,
and The National Staff Development Council have provided the
key characteristics for an effective staff development program.
Seven characteristics came to the forefront due to being the
most often mentioned.
McEnvoy, Hall, Edd, Fielding and Schalock, Rogus and
Shaw, and Sergiovanni and Starratt discuss the principal's
role in staff development.

All of the above mentioned discus-

sions have the principal playing an active part in the staff
development process.
Secondly, due to a staff development program being mandated for each school district in 1985 by the Illinois Legislature's passage of Senate Bill 730, Sec. 2-3.59-60 and also
included in that same legislation the principal being designated the instructional leader, the research section analyzes
the current role of selected elementary school principals
located in DuPage County and West Cook County in regard to
staff development programs within the selected districts and
schools.

13
Procedures
The analysis of the current role of the elementary
school principal in staff development programs was undertaken
due to the researcher's background in elementary education.
The researcher contends that the principal's activities in
staff development are important in understanding how to make
the school environment as effective as possible.

A principal

who does his job well will have to have the necessary background information to help the staff improve professionally.
As an aspiring administrator, the researcher believes this information to be valuable in helping to determine the philosophy and actions of a beginning administrator.
In order to analyze this role of the principal, an
initial survey was sent to one hundred fifteen elementary
school principals within DuPage County and West Cook County.
These counties of Illinois were targeted for two reasons.

One

reason is the researcher's familiarity with the territory
through her own educational experiences and the educational
experiences of her family.
counties themselves.
five school districts.

The second reason relates to the

Within DuPage County there are fortyThe districts range in size from a

one-school district to a unit district with eighteen school
buildings.

The county is considered to be one of Illinois'

top counties concerning effective school systems due to the
public school's performance on the State's Learner Objective
tests in math and reading.

Of the possible 234 scores within

the thirty-nine DuPage districts with elementary schools, 230

14
scores were above the state average.

28

DuPage County has a

diversity in school populations ranging from 0.0 percentage of
low-income families to a 12.6 percentage of low-income families.

The socio-economic base has the cost of educating a

child ranging from $2,945 to $12,866.

29

Therefore, the sample

taken from DuPage County is an example of the state's school
district structure.

By the County's present Learner Objective

results, its demographic data, and its reputation for effective schools, other school districts within the state look to
DuPage County as a gauge for strategies and activities that
should be taking place within the school setting.

The staff

development activities of the personnel within the county's
districts can only help to contribute to the effective school
systems as well.

West Cook County borders DuPage County and

also had an established educational system.

The school dis-

tricts chosen within West Cook County mirrored DuPage County's
demographic data in both percentage of low-income and cost of
educating a child.

The results of the State's Learner Objec-

tive tests were also above the state average in all but one
district's sixth and eighth grade levels in math and reading.

30

By targeting these two counties in Illinois, the researcher is able to, through first-hand knowledge, ascertain
and compare the staff development activities that are practical, used, and effective in developing good educational systems.
28 casey Banas, ''Plenty of Reasons Why Glenbard South Leads
the Pack," Chicago Tribune Nov. 1, 1989, sec. 2, 6.
29 chicago Tribune
3 olbid., 4-5.

Nov. 1, 1989, sec. 2, 5.
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The principals were chosen from the Illinois School District Directory.

Forty-seven out of sixty-one districts were

chosen for survey participation.

Selection was based on

school district location and elementary school buildings with
grade level assignments of K-3, K-4, K-5, or K-6.

In each

school district, the selection of principals was as random as
possible within the following guidelines.

Principals had to

be in an elementary school building comprised of at least
three grades and no grade being higher than sixth grade.
Therefore, the principals considered were located in schools
ranging from K-3 to K-6.

A balance between male and female

principals was also taken into account due to the interview
process being partially determined by the sex of the principal.
Within a school district, surveys were mailed to fifty to
sixty percent of the eligible principals within that district.
Some school districts only had one recipient of the survey
while other districts had five, six, or seven survey recipients.
The only function of the survey was to screen for possible
interviewees using the demographic and informational material
received.

Sending out one hundred-fifteen surveys resulted

in a workable number of potential interview candidates.

In

order to achieve a favorable response factor, the researcher
telephoned principals who had not returned the survey and sent
out a second mailing.

After the second mailing, a total of

eighty-one percent of the surveys was returned.

The results

of the survey are contained in Appendix A.
From the surveys, twenty interviewees were selected.
These principals were chosen from the survey's demographic

16
information for sex, staff size, and administrative experience
within the current school building.

Informational material

on the staff development activities written by each principal
was also used to determine the interviewees.
Sex was chosen as one determinant.

The researcher

wanted an equal representation between male and female principals.

If male principals are characteristically more involved

in the administrative aspects of the job as compared to female
principals being more involved and interested in the supervisory aspects of the job, the researcher wanted to analyze
any difference in the active role each sex took in the staff
development process.
The staff size factor was important for the interaction
component of the staff development process.

Large staffs may

impede a principal from knowing the individual interests and
needs of the staff.

With a small staff, the principal may

have more rapport, be able to implement staff development programs more easily, and give more support and feedback to the
staff.

Therefore, candidates for interviews were screened

for the size of their staff.

Small staffs of 11-20 members,

average staffs of 21-30 members, and larger staffs of 31-40
members were used to help distinguish the interviewees.
The concern of implementation of a staff development
program and knowledge of a staff's interests and needs also
related to the number of years a principal had been in that
particular school.

A first-year principal may be less able

to implement a staff development program due to a lack of
knowledge about the school district, the school community,

17
and the staff within the building.

The first-year principal

will not be able to know the individual needs of the staff.
This knowledge develops with time spent informally and
formally with the staff.

For a first-year principal within

a building, more time may be spent obtaining the information
needed to be the manager of the school.

Staff development

may occur from tradition or district planning, but staff development cannot be in full operation within the building
until the principal knows more about the needs and interests
of the staff within that building.

A good supportive rapport

may not have had time to develop with a new principal.

First-

year principals were not considered for the interview process.
Actual activity involvement gave clues as to what the
principal considered staff development to be and how involved
he/she had become.
The above determinants qualified the principals for the
interview process.
chosen.

Ten male and ten female principals were

The second qualification for inclusion in the study

was the response on the survey for granting an interview.

The

researcher wanted principals with sole responsibility for
staff development within their buildings so principals with
assistant principals who assisted in the process were not
selected.

The responses written by the principals concerning

their actual activity involvement was the fourth qualification.
The researcher looked for principals whose responses indicated
a knowledge of staff development for teachers and not just
going to inservices themselves.

The size of the teaching staff

18

and the number of years of experience within the building
were variables that were used to ensure a variety of backgrounds and experiences and give a more rounded picture to
the principal's role in staff development.
There were twenty participants in the interview process.
Each participant was from a different district.
The research analysis focused on the patterns, similarities, and differences among the principals interviewed.

Each

principal interviewed was recorded with prior permission
given.

The interviewees were asked about their involvement

in their district's staff development program, their involvement in their building's staff development program, their
follow-up and feedback to the staff, their activities that
showed support for the staff development process, consequences
of the programs and process, and their major contributions to
the staff development process.

Through these questions,

answers were analyzed and conclusions were made for the following major questions:
1.
2.
3.

How is the elementary school principal
actively engaged in the mandated staff
development process?
How does the elementary school principal
demonstrate an active leadership role in
staff development?
Does participating in a staff development
program impinge on any other responsibility of the elementary school principal?

19
Limitations
The study was restricted to selected elementary schools
within DuPage and West Cook Counties.

Therefore, caution

should be taken when generalizations are made about the
principals' involvement in staff development outside of the
interviewed area.

Within the interviewed area, only elemen-

tary principals were involved so the analysis of the current
practices can only relate to that level in the educational
system.

Due to the fact that the analysis came from inter-

views, the information received may be biased toward the
individuals who participated.

To substantiate the information

received through the interview process, the principals were
requested to provide artifacts that reflected their activities
within their districts and schools concerning staff development.

The artifacts included faculty agendas and minutes,

news articles distributed to the staff, evaluation procedures,
and surveys given to the staff and parents.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Definition
Dillon-Peterson has defined staff development as "a process designed to foster personal and professional growth for
an individual within a respectful, supportive, positive organizational climate having as its ultimate aim better learning
for the students and continuous, responsible self-renewal for
educators and the school. 111

Rogus and Shaw reinforce Dillon-

Peterson's definition by stating that staff development is
"first and foremost an attitude, a commitment to help individuals grow personally and professionally in a supportive
climate.

Staff development involves a broad range of activ-

ities designed to promote self-renewal and indirectly, more
effective learning for youngsters." 2

As stated above, the

process mentioned must have activities.

These activities can

be informal or formal and will focus on changing existing
teaching behaviors.

The change can come about through staff

development activities which are designed to advance the
1 Betty Dillon-Peterson, ed., Staff Development/Organization Development (Alexandria: ASCD, 1981), 3.
2 Joseph F. Rogus and Elizabeth Shaw, "Staff Development/
Inservice," in Instructional Leadershi~ Handbook, ed. Keefe
and Jenkins (Reston: NASSP, 19E41,
2.
20
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knowledge, skills, and understandings of the teacher.

By

concentrating on supplying the knowledge, skills, and understanding, staff development helps the teacher become more
aware of his/her own behavior. 3 Then the teacher has a great
degree of success in being able to change his/her decisionmaking and, therefore, classroom behavior.

This change in

thinking and behavior is not to be just for teachers with unsatisfactory or satisfactory ratings.
seen as having to grow professionally.

Every individual is
New information, new

teaching strategies, and new curriculum are all reasons for
every educator to be involved in a staff development program.
The planned activities are only part of a staff development definition.

As mentioned, the growth should come within

a respectful, supportive, and positive climate as well.

The

staff development program needs to have the full backing of
all educators and individuals within the district.

From School

Board member through superintendent to principal to parents,
the feeling of support and backing has to be present.

This

backing begins with financial support and continues with comprehensive planning to develop the best staff development program for the teachers and the school district.
By having educators renew their knowledge and skills,
their classroom behavior can only improve.

Their improvement

can be something as minute as changing how to seat children
for more self-esteem or for better group projects.

The

3Jane Stallings, "Using Time Effectively: A SelfAnalytic Approach,'' in ImEroving Teachinf 1986 ASCD Yearbook,
ed. Kumwalt (Alexandria: ASCD, 1986),
5.
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improvement can be larger as to introducing the teacher to a
new method for teaching science:

from textbook orientation

to the total hands-on approach through experiments.
teachers make for better learning environments.

Better

That is the

aim of an effective school.
As mentioned earlier, the process can be informal or
formal.
formal. 4

Rogus in his research discussed both informal and
He defined informal as day-to-day activities that

will have an impact on the growth of a teacher.

These informal

activities will shape the perspective brought by the staff
members to the formal program efforts.

Informal activities

include how the principal implements the district's personnel
policies, how the principal administers the personnel evaluation program, how involved the staff becomes in program planning, and how the staff interacts with each other.
formal can be spontaneous.

The in-

It can also depend upon how the

principal influences the climate of the school.

The formal

activities, as described by Ragus, are more planned.

The plan-

ning centers around the growth needs of the individual staff
member.

Conferences, observations, curriculum committee in-

volvement, and inservice participation are a few of the activities defined in the more formal avenue to staff development.
The key word for Ragus' formal avenue is planned.
In reviewing Rogus' informal and formal activities, the
principal comes across as an important person in the process.
4 Joseph Ragus, ''Building an Effective Staff Development
Program: A Principal's Checklist," NASSP Bulletin vol. 67,
no. 461 (March, 1983), 9.
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Implementation of new policies, evaluation of the staff, involvement of the staff in decision-making, and building staff
rapport and morale are areas for participation by the principal in the staff development process.
Through both avenues, staff development is working to
help each educator to grow.

The process is geared for indi-

vidual teachers and for groups of teachers, depending on the
needs of each.

When there is a commitment by administration

for the growth of others, the staff development program is in
place.

Not only is the program in place, but Rogus and Shaw

emphasize that one of the program's aims (instructional improvement) will have a healthy chance of being effective due
to the commitment by the administration. 5
A staff development program is much broader than what
is typically referred to as inservice education.

Inservice

education is only one aspect of the formal avenue in staff
development.

Staff development is an ongoing year long list

of planned and nonplanned activities with interactions between
teachers.

Inservice typically refers to a day or two set

aside during the school year for teachers to participate in
planned activities~ 6

These planned activities are made avail-

able to groups of teachers for the specific purpose of promoting participant growth and increased job competence. 7 Typically
5

Rogus and Shaw,

52.

6 Lilburn P. Hoehn, "Translating Priorities into Action:
A Planning Process" ed. Mertz, Feb., 1983, 38, ERIC ED
231 758.
7

Rogus,

9.
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in the past, inservice has assumed a deficiency in the teaching staff and presupposes a set of appropriate ideas, skills,
or methods that need developing. 8
The difference between staff development and inservice,
therefore, is twofold.

One is a preplanned arrangement of in-

service where the committee decides what would be best for the
teachers as a group compared to the individual teacher with or
without the principal making decisions to improve a skill or
learn more about a subject.

Second is the time element.

Staff development, by its definition, can occur all year long
while an inservice, by its definition, may cover one or two
days separated by months in between.
An inservice will not always meet the needs of the individual educator.

District goals are more easily met than

individual goals with this aspect of formal staff development.
There are times when the inservice approach is extremely benef icial as in the introduction of a new curriculum or new district policy.

However, it should not be taken as the only way

for a staff development program to exist.

As mentioned earlier,

the principal is a major contributor to a good staff development program.

Being able to relate to each staff member on a

one-to-one basis, promoting a collegial approach to decisionmaking, and supplying individual support when the need arises
will be beneficial in a staff development program.

These be-

haviors would not be available through the inservice approach
alone.
8 sergiovanni and Starratt,

327.
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A more detailed explanation of how inservice is only a
part of a total staff development program comes from Dale.
He states that staff development is the totality of educational and personal experiences that contribute toward an individual's being more competent and satisfied in an assigned
professional role.

As seen by his listing of the functions

of staff development, inservice is but one of the functions.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Inservice Education: This provides activities to improve skills. Implementation of
curriculum procedure can be given. Expanding subject matter knowledge is accomplished.
Increasing personal effectiveness is a goal.
Organizational Development: This will help
to build the building climate. Increased
communication among the staff can occur.
Consultation: Conducting workshops to foster
growth occurs. Evaluation procedures are
part of this segment.
Communication and Coordination: This will
assist with interbuilding communications.
Resource information will become available.
Leadership: Suggestions for new curriculum
and new instructional approaches will surface here. Identifying problems and suggesting solutions can occur. Researching ideas
and providing assistance are also a part of
this segment.
Evaluation: Needs assessments are conducted. 9

9 E. Lawrence Dale, "What is Staff Development?"
Educational Leadership vol. 40, no. 1 (Oct., 1982).
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Components
The following section of the dissertation explains how
a staff development program should take into account how an
adult learns; the most important fact; each educator is an
individual; and the content of the curriculum.
Staff development programs as mentioned earlier can be
varied in the number of participants.
group instruction can be beneficial.

For an inservice, large
For staff development

to exist, individual teachers also have to be participants in
the learning process.

Teachers differ in their ability to

teach so the attempts made to help them to grow professionally
should be correspondingly different as well. 10 This point is
also emphasized by Daresh in his research of studies on effective staff development processes.

Daresh found that staff

development activities work best when the process takes into
account the individual differences among the learners. 11
Teachers in a DuPage County school district have had inservices
on how students learn.

Information on right/left brain domi-

nance and the four styles of learning have been presented to
help the teacher to vary the presentation of information so
that all the students can learn the material.

What adminis-

tration in the past has tended to forget was the fact that
teachers are individuals also.
10 Barth,

As stated in Chapter I, staff

150.

11 John C. Daresh, "Administrators In-Service: A Route
to Continuous Learning and Growing," in Instructional Leadership ed. Greenfield,
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1987), 338.
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development programs, namely inservice, have usually been done
in a lecture format.

This format does not reach all the dif-

ferent styles of learning.

Just as there are different learn-

ing styles among students, the same holds true for teachers.
Besides receiving information in different ways, adults
also bring different perspectives to the learning situation.
Gorton, Schneider, and Fisher state that the perspectives of
a first-year teacher, a returning teacher, and a veteran
teacher are different.

Therefore, the menu for staff develop-

ment activities should be varied.

How teachers are taught is
as important as what is being taught. 12
Sprinthall and Thies-Sprinthall have developed seven
Adult Learning Guidelines to help foster adult learning.

2.

3.

4.

s.
6.

7.

Enc
Yor

Growth is influenced by placing the person
in significant role-taking experiences.
Adults need to see the qualitative aspects
of the information.
Adults need careful and continuous guided
reflection for learning to occur.
A balance is needed between the real experience and discussion/reflection/teaching.
The offered program needs to be continuous.
The instruction needs to provide for both
personal support and challenge.
An assessment of the growth needs to be
done.13
Gail Schneider, James Fisher,
Administration and Su ervision (New

13 Norman Sprinthall and Lois Thies-Sprinthall, "The
Teacher as an Adult Learner: A Cognitive Developmental View,"
in Staff Develo ment 82 Yearbook
National
the
Stu y o E ucation e . Gri en
icago:
Chicago Press, 1983), 28-30.
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Wood and Thompson in their articles about staff development have also compiled some facts related to adult learning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Goals and objectives must be considered
realistic and important to the learner.
The adult will learn, retain, and use only
what is perceived as relevant.
An adult needs to see results of his/her
effort and have accurate feedback.
In learning, most adults' egos are involved.
Adults will come to learning with a wide
range of previous experiences, knowledge,
and skills.
Adults want to be origins of their own
learning.
Adults will resist learning or using information if they believe an attack on
their competence is taking place.
Adults will reject prescriptions by others.
Adults need recognition and responsibility
to learn.
Learning will occur and action will be
taken if respect, trust, and concern is
exhibited by the instructor.14

These observations need to be incorporated into the
philosophy of a staff development program.

Without taking

into consideration how a teacher learns, the program can be
poorly received and, therefore, not beneficial or successful.
The content of a staff development program can be designed to effect compliance to laws, policies, or regulations;
remediate perceived deficiencies of the teachers involved; or
to enrich the teacher's knowledge and skills. 15 An example
of complying with a law, policy, or regulation could be an
inservice on how to deal with a child with AIDS.
14Wood and Thompson, 376.
15 Fenstermacher and Berliner,

283.

The Illinois
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Legislature's House Bill 736 mandated an AIDS inservice for
counselors, nurses, teachers, and other personnel who work
with students.

The inservice is to provide a basic knowledge

of AIDS including the cause, the effect, and the means of
transmission.

The law requires the School Board to supervise

the inservice program.

The School Board, therefore, develops

a policy, and an inservice is given as part of the formal
staff development program.
Staff development programs used to help remediate perceived deficiencies of specific teachers can be seen by the
principal working closely with the teachers through modeling,
coaching, sending the teachers to workshops, or having the
teachers read current literature on specific topics of curriculum.

A "consulting teacher" in an unsatifactory rating

case can be used as well to help the teacher improve weak areas
of teaching.
An example of enriching a teacher's background through
staff development can be seen by similar activities used for
the deficient teacher:

workshops and current literature.

The above three paragraphs are examples of activities
that are fostered by a staff development program starting with
compliance to laws and ending with the enrichment of a teacher's
knowledge and skills.
For a staff development program to be beneficial, it
must also have a clear and direct relationship to what teachers
do on a day-to-day basis. 16 Curriculum tie-in, school plans
16 Nevi,

45.
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for improved discipline, how to improve test scores, what is
new with teaching problem-solving are some examples of a
teacher's day-to-day interests.

If a teacher thinks the

knowledge cannot be used or is not practical for the classroom environment, there is little motivation for a change in
new teaching behavior to occur.

Adults internalize and use

new information if the information presented is practical or
relevant to their situation according to Sprinthall, ThiesSprinthall, Wood, and Thompson.

Knowing how an adult learns

and making the staff development content practical for the
teacher will enhance the staff development program within each
school and each school district.
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Development
A staff development program needs to be planned and
organized if it is to be beneficial to educators.

The follow-

ing individuals have written this organization into a fiveor six-step approach.
The RPTIM (Readiness, Planning, Training, Implementation, Maintenance) model by Wood and Thompson is based on ten
beliefs.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

All school personnel need to be involved
with inservice throughout their career.
Significant improvement in the educational
practice takes considerable time and longterm progress.
The focus should be on improving the quality
of the school program.
Educators are motivated to learn when they
have some control over their learning and
are free from any threat for not using the
material.
Educators vary widely in their competencies
and readiness to learn.
Professional growth requires commitment to
the new performance norms.
The school climate influences the success
of an educator's professional development.
The school is the most appropriate unit of
change in education.
The school districts have the primary responsibility for providing the resources
for inservice training.
The principal is the key element for adoption and continued use of the new practices
and programs.17

17 Fred H. Wood, Franko. McQuarrie Jr., and Steven R.
Thompson, "Practitioners and Professors Agree on Effective
Staff Development Practices," Educational Leadership vol.
40, no. 1 (Oct., 1982), 28-29.
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Many ideas mentioned in the above ten beliefs have been
mentioned earlier through definitions and how an adult learns.
By keeping these beliefs in mind, a beneficial program can be
developed.
Staff development is an ongoing process.

Professional

growth should not occur only once every two years.
and teaching strategies are not stagnant.

Curriculum

Therefore, through

individual contacts, workshops, group meetings, and inservice,
school personnel can benefit throughout the year and into the
future.
The learning ability of an adult is emphasized with beliefs #4 and S.
and perceptions.

All learners vary widely in their abilities
Keeping the staff development program planned

to meet these individual abilities will help the program to
be successful.

Educators particularly need to see the practi-

cal aspect of the program's objectives.

When teachers can de-

cide what they need to learn, there will be more 'ownership'
and, therefore, more learning and usage of the information.
This attitude of ownership and increased usage of new information was an outcome in Minooka School District #201's staff
development program.

As reported in an Illinois Association

of Curriculum Development pamphlet, the members on the staff
development committee gained a sense of ownership, a better
understanding of the factors that influenced schooling, and
were more involved in staff-to-staff interactions concerning
18
. f ormation
.
.
new in
an d s t ra t egies.
18 Tom Allen and others, "Staff Development Teams: The
Power of Alliance," Illinois School Research and Development
vol. 25, no. 3 (Spring, 1989), 105.
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The importance of the principal in the staff development
program is mentioned with belief #10 but can also be seen in
beliefs #6 and 7.

The principal's role will be discussed

later in this paper.
The RPTIM model is based on five steps:
.
p 1 anning,

t

readiness,

. .
.
1 ementa t"ion, an d maintenance.
.
19
raining,
imp

Wood,

Thompson, and Russell deem the readiness step as crucial but
most often forgotten.

This is the step that sets up the at-

mosphere for learning and change.

Without readiness, people

will not have the common goal to change for improvement.
individuals are involved in this stage:

Many

teachers, the princi-

pal, central office, School Board, parents, and the State
Legislature.
The central office, School Board, and principal need to
demonstrate their support for change during this step.

This

support can come in the form of resources, released time, encouragement, or formation of committees.
The first task is to develop the school climate so communications are clear and open.

The faculty should know each

other, support each other, and understand professional values.
Emphasis is placed on creating new expectations and commitments.
The results of the communications process are threefold.
First, a written set of goals is developed.

The faculty will

help select them, understand them, and be committed to their
19 Fred H. Wood, Steven R. Thompson, and Sister Frances
Russell, "Designing Effective Staff Development Programs,"
in Staff Develo ment/Or anization Develo ment ed. DillonPeterson
Alexan ria: ASCD, 1
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implementation.

Second, there is a description of the specific

programs and practices to be used.

And third, a broad four-

to five-year plan for implementing is constructed.
The RPTIM model has its basis in teacher involvement and
ownership.

The model does not mention the mandates issued by

the State Legislature due to its formation before the reform
package was created.

With these mandated changes, the owner-

ship attitude may not be able to be nurtured.
readiness step can be very important.

Therefore, the

The step will have to

set the tone and the reason for the staff development process
on the mandated change.
Planning is the second step of the RPTIM model.

Without

good planning, a staff development program can be unorganized
and defective.

The planning should be based on clear, specific

objectives that are congruent with the goals and program selected by teachers and administration.
cover three essential areas:

The objectives should

knowledge; strategies and skills;

and attitudes required to implement the desired improvements.
In order to determine the objectives, a needs assessment should
be done.

This assessment can be by interview or by survey.

third segment of the planning step deals with resources.

A

The

planning committee must be familiar with the available resources.

Also constraints, such as money, must be known.

After knowing the objectives, the needs of the educators, and
the available resources, the planning of the program can begin.
The planning activity should include opportunities to build
communication among participants; time for interaction between
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educators so that shared learning can occur; and the learning
option to accommodate differences in achievement and learning
styles.

While planning, the job experience would be an impor-

tant consideration in deciding the activities to be undertaken.

The above planning is done by the combined efforts of

teachers and administration.
In the RPTIM's training step the inservice plan is conducted.

The content, skills, and attitudes needed to imple-

ment the change in professional behavior are learned.

There

is a clear understanding of the objectives, sequence of activities, expectations, and options for the learners.

The

educators must be able to see how the activities relate to
their needs, and how the learned information can help them
carry out their day-to-day responsibilities.

Through the

activities there must be time for informal interaction.

The

ability to involve the participants in selecting their activity
for learning will help foster an 'ownership' attitude.

This

selection process develops the educators' awareness of their
responsibility for their own growth also.

The training should

occur in the school or in a work setting similar to those of
the participants.

In this environment, the educator will be

able to see a more practical application of the new knowledge
or skill.
The training activities should be led by the individual
with the most expertise in the area being learned.

Using local

personnel can develop the practical application attitude more
quickly for this individual knows the environment and the
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students.

Familiarity with the school and its problems will

give the leader credibility with the participants.

However,

outside consultants can be requested if the local personnel
are not available, if financial resources within the district
are available, and if the outside consultant is capable of
leading the activities.
During the training activities feedback is necessary.
Participants need to be able to share concerns, frustrations,
and successes.

Both a formative and summative evaluation

should take place during this step.
Wood, Thompson, and Russell advocate local personnel being used in the training step as the expert.

Their philosophy

is sound since the individual does know the environment and
the students.

However, there will be instances when local ex-

pertise does not want to participate as a trainer, or an outside consultant has the better knowledge of the material to be
presented.

If an outside consultant is required, the job of

the administration will be to inform the consultant of all
pertinent background information when needed.

The information

would include the reason for inviting the consultant (problem
to be solved or new strategy, technique, or curriculum to be
explained), the grade levels of the staff to be addressed, the
socio-economic factor of the students, materials and supplies
available, and if necessary, any actions previously taken to
solve the problem.

For example, the State has mandated that

every school district give an inservice on the AIDS issue.
For this inservice to be effective, a doctor, a lawyer, and a
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health official could be called upon to relay the information
to the staff.

The administration would explain to these con-

sultants the State mandate, the population to be addressed,
and the information each individual would be expected to depart to the audience.

Local personnel would not have the ex-

pertise concerning this issue.
The implementation step of the model should be as soon
as possible.

This step will enhance the possibility of the

learned behavior becoming a more regular activity in the classroom.

The environment of the school should be one of support.

Again, support through encouragement, supplying resources, and
availability of funds will further enhance the new changed behavior into becoming part of the day-to-day routine.

The

principal is directly involved in this stage by recognition
and budgeting funds and resources.

Observations, faculty

meetings, newspaper releases, newsletters, and additional workshop times are ways in which the principal can show support
for the new behavior.
The maintenance step of the RPTIM model establishes continuous monitoring to determine if the new behavior is still
being practiced.

Interviews, surveys, peer supervision,

student feedback, self-monitoring with video, and observations
by the principal are just a few avenues to be used to maintain
the new behavior.
The staff development model by Bishop has six steps.
He does not give specific names to his steps.

20

Different

ZOThomas Bishop, "Staff Development: A Collaborative
Planning Model," Thrust for Educational Leadership vol. 16,
no. 4 (Jan., 1987), 46-48.
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activities are what separate his model into the various steps.
He begins his model with identifying areas in need of change.
An analysis of the curriculum and methodology by the educators
can produce areas that need improvement.

This analysis begins

with the members of the school community being part of a data
gathering team.

Teachers are deemed to be an imperative part

of the needs assessment process.

Bishop emphasizes that if

teachers do not believe a problem exists, then it is unlikely
that they will agree to any reform that will be necessary to
solve the problem.

He adds that in his first stage of needs

assessment an agreement must be obtained as to how the success
of the new reforms will be measured.
Bishop also does not address the issue of mandated curriculum or activities.

The needs assessment process would

then be negated for it would be a required activity.

The

teachers, however, should be informed of the reason for the
session.

The reason then gives the teachers the knowledge that

a problem does exist or curriculum needs to be updated.
His second step involves brainstorming for all resources
which might meet the objectives expressed in the needs assessment.

Three essential resources are cited:

and time.

expertise, money,

Expertise refers to the ability to know the modeling

technique required for the information to be received.
expertise must also relate to the targeted objective.

The
The re-

source of money must be available or the program will not get
the desired results.

How the district will pay for the ex-

pertise (stipend for an in-district individual or fee for an
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outside consultant), released time for learning, and the new
textbooks or teaching materials needed for the change to occur
is a question that must be addressed.

Of the three resources,

Bishop states that time may be the most precious.
is due to the scarcity of time.

This thought

Within a working class day

there is little time for planning and organizing new curriculum or trying out new teaching strategies when accountability
is expected for the present objectives.

There is little time

given to inservice where the wanted changed behavior is introduced, taught, and reviewed.
expertise needs to be modeled.
ing a regular school day.
that have worked:

For the change to occur, the
The modeling cannot occur dur-

Bishop offers allotments of time

minimum days where children are sent home

early so teachers can come together and discuss activities
tried in their classroom, inservice days, and released time.
Weekends with compensation could also be used to advance the
staff development program.
Bishop states that "there exists a direct relationship
between time allotted to staff development and the success of
21
a staff development program."
Bishop should have considered the principal as a source
for in-class modeling during the school day.

The principal

can be invited or suggest coming into the classroom.

While

the teacher watches, the principal can model the new technique
or strategy.

This same procedure can occur with an expert

from the staff by securing a substitute for the teacher-expert.
21 Ibid.,

48.
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The principal could also be used as that substitute.

An out-

side consultant can also be invited into a classroom as long
as prior background information to the teacher and the consultant has been given.
The third step in Bishop's model consists of a specific
game plan.

During this step staff development becomes a com-

bination of specific resources and strategies that will be
used to gain the reform sought.

Combinations of clear goals,

expertise, time, and money need to be explored to come up with
the most efficient combination to secure success.

A time line

of the activities and when goals should be reached are developed during this step.
just the administration.

The planning is not acommplished by
Bishop states that teachers need to

be the key planners of the program.

Through the teachers a

greater authenticity will develop, and, therefore, the chance
of success with all teachers will be larger.

Respected col-

leagues who have demonstrated the strategies or have previous
knowledge will lend credibility to the program.

Fellow

teachers will see that the program is workable in their environment and is practical for the benefit of helping students
to learn.
Although monitoring is not used by Bishop, his fourth
step covers that activity in a different manner.

The planning

group is given the responsibility to see that the game plan is
followed.

The committee has worked to develop the activities

needed to enhance the staff development of the teachers.
group must make sure that the decisions made are followed.

This
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The School Board, administration, or teachers cannot alter the
activity or commitment of resources:

money, time, and exper-

tise that have been decided upon to be beneficial to a successful staff development program.

If changes in the plan have to

occur the planning group must be advised of them before the
program begins. 22 This will make the group view themselves as
an important element in the program and keep out the comment
of the administration only giving lip-service to including
teachers in the decision-making process of the district.
The last event in this monitoring step is the actual
inservice training.
motion.

Everything has been planned and set in

The expert is used to help train the teachers to use

the behavior and knowledge that will affect the change.
Step five of the model is necessary.
neglected by the district personnel.
up segment of the program.

It can often be

This step is the follow-

The principal's actions should be a

strong component to help achieve the success of the changed behavior.

Positive follow-up is needed when teachers are ob-

served applying the new knowledge or strategies taught during
the inservice section.

Support for trying and coaching when

needed will help the teacher become more effective with the
new behavior.

The principal must be able to know which

teachers are working on changing their behavior and, therefore,
the classroom environment.

Verbal support and recognition for

trying will encourage the teachers to continue even during a
non-successful day.
22 Ibid.,

48.

With support, a teacher will realize that
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sometimes the attitude or behavior of the students will not be
geared for learning.

Giving up will not be the answer.

The

principal can give encouragement, assurance of the desired results coming from the changed behavior, and can also be available for re-instruction if that is necessary.

Bishop states
that the "most effective follow-up is coaching. 1123 The teacher

realizes that together with the administration they are a team
working to improve the educational environment of the student.
The sixth step in Bishop's model again uses the term
monitoring.

For this step, monitoring is not if or how the

planned program is accomplished.

Monitoring is seeing if the

new desired changed behavior is still being displayed.

From

this continuous use of observation, new outcomes may emerge.
The staff with the principal must compare the new outcomes
with the intended outcomes.

The faculty can continue with

their original plan if they are on target, or if new planning
needs to take place to accommodate the new unexpected outcomes,
they can revise their plan.

Further improvement can also be

an outshoot from what is observed.
Hall has a six-step model for staff development entitled
SDSI.

The Staff Development for School Improvement Model was
developed in 1981 in Michigan. 24 The steps will seem familiar
to Wood, Thompson, and Russell's five steps and Bishop's six
steps.

They are readiness, needs assessment, planning,

23 Ibid.,

48.

24 Hall,

3-4.
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implementation, evaluation, and reassessment.

Hall's model

relates to individual schools developing their own staff development program.
Hall views readiness as the pre-doing step.

If there

is no understanding of the purpose and process in the staff
development program, there may be a misunderstanding as to
what will be done and what should be accomplished.

This mis-

understanding can cause educators to not participate mentally
and/or physically in the program.
would be unsuccessful.

The program, therefore,

A facilitator is used during this step.

The facilitator meets with the principal and staff until they
understand the purpose and the steps used in the process of
the staff development program.

Hall states that "the staff

must have seventy percent agreement that a staff development
program is needed if the activities to follow are to be successful .1125
Hall does not mention who the facilitator is or where
the facilitator comes from.

These questions need to be an-

swered if the school district is to know how much money will
be spent for this step in the process.

Bringing in an out-

sider for this job adds the ingredient of the staff possibly
not trusting or believing in the individual.

His article

seems to designate the facilitator to instructing the staff
about the staff development process itself; not helping the
staff to develop a plan of action for their development.

25 Ibid.,

3.
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After understanding the purpose and process to be used,
a needs assessment must be done.

This is Hall's second step.

Diagnosis of needs, brainstorming, and prioritizing activities
are used to select the school's goals.

After there is con-

sensus on one or two main goals, five or more teachers will
comprise a planning team.

This team will work on a plan of

action for the year.
Writing the plan is the model's third step.

The team is

responsible for developing specific objectives to meet the
goals, developing activities to be completed by the staff,
securing persons who will be responsible for each activity,
and evaluating the plans for each objective.
know the cost of each activity as well.

The team must

After all the plan-

ning, the plan is discussed, modified, and approved by the
entire staff.
Hall's fourth step involves what the team and staff have
decided to do.

These activities are the implementation step

of the model.

The implementation can be accomplished through

school visitations, workshops, classroom observations, a
student reward system, curriculum development by committee,
conferences, and material preparation.
Hall indicates by the activities cited as examples that
he defines staff development as more than just inservice.
his model takes place within the individual school.
district staff development program is not mentioned.

Also

An allAll his

examples refer to the principal and the staff of the building.
This concept differs from the Wood, Thompson, Russell and
Bishop models.
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Hall's fifth step in his model is evaluation.

The eval-

uation of the program should be in both formative and summati ve forms.

It is important to know the activities that have

achieved the goals, objectives, and areas where the planning
needed to be improved.
The sixth step of reassessment and continuation takes
into account the outcome of the evaluation step.

By examining

the accomplishments, the staff and principal will be able to
determine what should be focused on for the following year.
If the program was weak, it can be strengthened with new activities or different expertise.

If through monitoring, the

changed behavior has become the norm, then the staff can concentrate on another area of concern.
Rogus' staff development model consists also of six
steps. 26 Although the names are not the same as the other's,
the basis premise will be seen as the same.
Commitment is Rogus' first step.
statement will be developed.
cross section of the faculty.

In this step a policy

This development comes from a
The resources that are avail-

able will also be discussed during this step of the program.
Hall's readiness step relates to Rogus' Commitment.

The staff

has got to see and understand the reason for a program.

With-

out knowing the why, there could be no support for further
planning and participation.

26 Rogus,

9-16.
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Needs assessment and diagnosis are the next steps.
Rogus defines needs assessment ''as a process for gathering
data from which specific program objectives can be generated. 1127
The needs assessment is actually the middle activity for this
step.

Rogus expects the program to actually continue with

goal statements after the commitment is made.

Through the

goal statements the energy is focused to build a needs assessment that is pertinent.

Although a needs assessment can be

gotten through a questionnaire or interview, Rogus states that
these methods can be insufficient.

The reason being that these

methods will get a listing of wants and not needs.

He further

states it is better to gather data for the needs assessment
from several sources.

Outside observers and administration

should be included with the teachers in researching the needs
of the school.

After the needs assessment, data are collected

and analyzed in the diagnosis step.
be set.

A program objective can

This program objective provides direction to the form

and content that the staff development program will become.
Out of this process Rogus states that different goals and objectives for different staff segments is likely to occur.
Once the objectives are set, specific program activities
can be planned.

The planning of these activities is the de-

velopment step.

In this step the needs of the adult learner

must be met.

Rogus believes that the philosophy of "learning

by doing" must be used in developing the activities for learning.

He has stated that this philosophy is very effective
27 Ibid.,

9.
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with adults.

The participants are able to select the condi-

tions of their learning environment.
are foremost.

Their everyday problems

The staff can try out the skills, strategies,

or principles learned in their work setting.

Therefore, a

practical, workable solution is worked upon.

Their learning

environment will lend itself to social interaction.

This

social interaction is another element that helps the adult to
learn.
During Ragus' development step it is important to consider if and how outside consultants might be helpful.

If the

consultant is to be brought in, the participants in staff
development must understand why the presentation is being
given, how the content fits into the larger picture, and what
kinds of follow-up activities will be carried out.
The implementation step of the model calls for actions
to ensure that the planned program activities can and are being carried out.

These actions can include having the appro-

priate resources available and giving support to the new behavior.

Support is through observations and then discussions

of encouragement concerning strengths.

It can also be given

through guidance conferences where troubled areas can be
smoothed out.
Rogus' final step is evaluation.

Continuous examination

of the resources, plans, and outcomes is needed.

Evaluation

becomes an extension of the implementation step for it makes
certain that the resources are correct and continue to be
available.

Plans are checked to see if they have been carried
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out.

The program during this step is also scrutinized to make

sure that the desired outcomes have been achieved.
Rodriquez and Johnstone's staff development model was
developed in an "effort to avoid the problems and weaknesses
of past practices, to provide for individual needs and
interests, and to take advantage of effective elements of
adult-learning programs." 28
The Collegial Support Model has two stages and two levels
. .
t·ion. 29
o f participa

The two stages and two levels of partici-

pation seem to be intertwined with the levels of participation
being viewed in both stages.
Stage One is the time needed to introduce the participants to the program and to one another.

The participants

will review District and building goals, engage in selfevaluation and interest studies, and develop their individual
Personal/Professional Plan.

By being in support groups of

eight to ten participants, the individual will be able to discuss, develop, evaluate, and refine the plans which specify
how their goals will be accomplished.
The process level is involved in this stage due to the
brainstorming, concensus taking, problem-solving, prioritizing, and the long-range planning and collegial support that
comes from the participation of the individual.

The second

28 sam Rodriquez and Kathy Johnstone, "Staff Development
Through a Collegial Support Model" in Improving Teachin~ 1986
ASCD Yearbook ed. Kumwalt (Alexandria: ASCD, 1986)
5.
29 Ibid.,

87-99.
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level of participation, content, is the outcome of Stage One
meetings.

This outcome is the staff development content that

evolved from the Personal/Professional Plans and the School
Improvement Plans.

Due to all the interactivity between the

participants, the content, according to Rodriquez and Johnstone,
has become very relevant and motivating.
At the end of Stage One the content is prioritized, and
the participants use this list to choose the monthly themes
for each meeting.
model.

Stage Two now comes into affect within the

During Stage Two the participants use the process par-

ticipation elements of sharing and problem-solving.

Content

presentations, plan updates, and a commitment by each individual to implement some ideas from the meeting are activities
of this stage.

Evaluation of the process should also occur

during this stage, preferably during the middle-month meeting
and the end-of-year meeting.
Rodriquez and Johnstone have four basic needs for implementation to be successful.

They stress the point that a

facilitator is an important key element.

This person should

be someone outside of the district so roles are not mistaken
by a person's position within the school or district.

The

participants needing released time for the meetings is the
second basic need.

The authors of this model seem to think

that through released time more planning and development will
be accomplished.

Staff meetings before or after school would

yield a minimum amount of sharing and problem-solving.
third need is a location for the meeting.

The

A location away

so
from school was considered the best so the participants could
separate themselves from the problems they usually face, and
therefore, be more objective.

The final need is the clerical

time needed for typing and duplicating agendas, minutes, and
other documents produced by the group.
Although the authors stated that teachers and administrator can be involved in the process, all examples and
references stressed how the teachers were developing their
own interests.

School or district interests were to be con-

sidered only if the members had the same interests and had
written these interests into their own plans.
The grouping for the participants was suggested to be
eight or ten individuals.

With this small number concentrating

on their particular needs, the model again seems to alleviate
district goals from being part of the plans.

School improve-

ment plans are mentioned, but no reference was made as to how
this could be accomplished unless all eight to ten individuals
were from the same building and had the support of all the
other staff members.
A facilitator is an important element in the model.
ever, the authors do not explain the facilitator's role.

HowThis

lack of explanation can lead to further questioning as to how
district goals may be met.
The Rodriquez-Johnstone Collegial Support Model is the
most teacher-oriented model of all the models presented in
this dissertation.
role in the process.

No mention was given to the principal's
If involved, the principal would have

to be just another individual within the group.
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In Worth and Worth's model on staff development, the
authors have six areas of concern. 30 The six areas are not
specifically named nor can every area be compared with the
steps/stages mentioned by Wood-Thompson, Bishop, Hall, and
Ragus.

The model emphasis is on staff development for ad-

ministrators and not district or teacher staff development.
However, association can be made by inserting staff in place
of administration.

This association can be made due to Worth

and Worth mentioning teachers and administration as the participants of their staff development model.

This mentioning

of teachers and administration takes place near the end of
their discussion and seems to come as an afterthought.
The first area of concern discusses goals.

In order

for the model to be successful each goal needs to be clearly
defined.

The goals can be school goals or district goals.

No individual goals are mentioned.

Decisions concerning the

goals are made by the administrative personnel who will be involved in the process.

The model also allows for an outside

consultant to be of assistance in developing policies and
goals.

By having the administrative personnel develop the

goals, the authors of the model state that "the chance of
arranging training that is geared to their developmental needs
.
1131
increases.

30 charlie Worth and Maria Worth, "District Inservice
Education: An Update by School Administrators" in Illinois
School Research and Development vol. 23, no. 3 (Spring,

1987),

129-134.

31 Ibid.,

132.
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This area of concern, goals, relates well with the planning stages of the other models.

Goals are generated and

plans developed to foster activities which will help the participants meet the goals.
Personnel involvement is the second area of concern.
Trainees and supervisors are deemed important participants
within this model.

Central Office administrators should not

be involved just in the goal setting and the planning of the
programs.

Attending the activities with the administrative

staff is valuable.

Worth and Worth state that this partici-

pation is the actual staff development activity "promotes a
commonality of information and fosters a basis for further
communication and discussion to achieve responsible and lasting changes throughout the district. 1132
Personnel involvement can be associated with the training stages of the other models.
The third area of concern revolves around the activities
of participation.

Each staff development session should be an

application-oriented session.

Demonstrations and modeling are

two techniques that can be employed.
a part of this area.

Material development is

When the participants leave a session

having ownership in developing and using the skills presented,
the training will be enhanced according to Worth and Worth.
To further enhance the likelihood of new skills or information being used, the authors believe in the participants
observing the presented skills or information in another

32 Ibid.,

132.
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setting.

This observation is the fourth area of concern in

the model.

By observing other educators, the participants can

become more familiar with the new skills or information.

The

benefits for changing one's own behavior can be more evident.
Practical experience is evident, and the outcome from the new
skill or information can be seen as obtainable.
The fifth area of concern is necessary if the model is
to work.

This concern is one of the participants' commitment.

Without this commitment, participants in the staff development
program may listen and seem enthusiastic but will not change
their behavior to incorporate the new skill or information
presented.

Inservice programs will need to include audience

participation that involves an activity to generate opinions
of the staff development process.
Worth and Worth's last area of concern involves implementation and follow-up.

As implementation occurs, questions

and problems may arise.

Peer discussions can be used to com-

pare ideas and help plan solutions to the problems mentioned.
New training sessions are used as a follow-up technique in
this model.
The supervisor's role in this model seems to be one of
a peer.

There are no special activities deemed important for

the supervisor besides being involved in the process.

The

participants are actively involved from the first concern
through the last concern.

Even the follow-up activity is dis-

cussed in terms of new training sessions and not observations
done by the supervisor.
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Worth and Worth's model can be confusing and seems
contradictory when discussing individual growth.

The model

is to be used for increasing the training geared toward individual developmental needs and changing individual behavior.
However, the model also states that the goals to be used in
the planning of activities are district or school goals and
not individual goals.

Being involved in activities that pro-

mote district or school goals may not be able to help an individual change behavior since the individual's needs are not
involved.
The last model presented shares Worth and Worth's less
structured approach to staff development as compared to stepby-step activities.

Sergiovanni and Starratt have a design

for staff development that contains five critical components:
intents, substance, competency areas, approach, and responsibility.

All five components have various ingredients that

can be matched according to the needs within the wanted staff
development program. 33
The intent section of the staff development design has
four levels in which the staff development program can be designed.

The Knowledge-level intent focuses on presenting in-

formation while the Comprehension-level intent goes one step
further to one of understanding.

The Application-level intent

has teachers being able to demonstrate new techniques.
Sergiovanni and Starratt state that the Application-level is

33 sergiovanni and Starratt,

328-335.
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is not enough to insure teacher use when the teacher is not
being observed.

Therefore, the fourth level of value- and

attitude-integration intent is needed.

Commitment is a part

of this intent.
What a staff development program emphasizes and presents
is based on the Substance section.

Substance refers to the

teacher's sense of purpose, perception of students, knowledge
of subject matter, and mastery of technique.

The teacher's

educational platform includes purpose and perception.

Through

this platform a teacher will make decisions about classroom
organization, teaching strategies, and overall day-to-day
decisions that need to be made to ensure effective teaching.
Knowledge of subject matter and mastery of technique are related.

Sergiovanni and Starratt believe that the less a

teacher knows about a subject, the more trivial the teaching
of curriculum and materials will be.

Manuals will be adhered

to very closely without much excitement generated.
Competency areas are the third components within the design.

This component has four areas:

do, and will-grow.

know-how, can-do, will-

The know-how is an area that has teachers

knowing and understanding the purposes, students, subject matter and techniques.
is not enough.

The authors of the design state this area

Teachers need to demonstrate this knowledge.

Through the can-do area this is accomplished.

Demonstrating

is considered to be a fairly low-level competency.

The will-

do area of competency has the teachers using the new information or strategies on their own without observations or
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evaluations being included in the activity.

Self-improvement

is the basis for the fourth competency area of will-grow.
Teachers need to feel a need for professional growth if the
self-improvement area is to be in effect.
The three mentioned components are interrelated.

The

know-how competency level relates best to the knowledge and
comprehension level intent.

Can-do, will-do, and will-grow

competencies relate to the applicaton level intent and the
value-attitude integration intent level.

All of the competency

levels relating to the intents focus in on the four substances.
The last two components, approach and responsibility,
correlate with specific categories within each component.
proach has three categories:
mediate.

Ap-

traditional, informal, and inter-

Responsibility comes from the administrator, the

teacher, or the supervisor-teacher.
The tradition approach couples with administrative responsibility.

When the staff development need is a deficit

in knowledge, this approach is favored.

The objectives are

clear and instruction is usually logically structured.

This

approach can be used when updating books, techniques, and
ideas.

Using the updated information is not part of the

tradition approach.
Mandated issues from the State could be explained during
this type of staff development program.

The administration

has the responsibility for developing and planning since the
mandates would be known by the administration.
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Informal approaches are coupled with teacher responsibility.

Discovery and exploration by teachers are the major

activities within this approach.

The administration has the

task of supplying a rich environment full of teaching materials, media, books and devices.

The teachers will then ex-

plore and discover by interacting with this environment.
The interaction can generate peer discussion and be
more personally beneficial because each teacher chooses for
him/her self.

Teacher Centers are good examples of this

approach.
The intermediate approach coupled with supervisor responsibility is deemed by Sergiovanni and Starratt to be the
"cornerstone of a comprehensive staff development program. 1134
The principal and teacher are partners in planning and structuring the program. Feedback is mentioned as a benefit to this
approach along with the emphasis being on direct improvement
of teaching and learning in the classroom.
Chart A explains the key components of the seven staff
development programs mentioned above.
Five of the models have assumed that staff development
is for individual professional growth.

Six of the models have

not considered the issue of a mandate in curriculum or of information that is required to be presented to the staff
through a legislative mandate.

Sergiovanni and Starratt's

model could be adaptive to include mandated issues.

34.Ibid.,

333.

The
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tradition approach with administrative responsibility would
be the approach used to deal with mandated issues.

Therefore,

with the majority of models not considering mandates, the
needs assessment step, the people involved in the planning,
and the development of the program may be less teacher oriented
and more administrator directed.

The principal has to be more

involved in the process so that the vital information can be
disseminated effectively to the staff.
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Chart A
Components of a Staff Development Program
Components

Wood
Thompson

Bishop

Hall

Beginning:

Readiness
(atmosphere
goals
4-5 yr. plan)

People:

Teacher
Principal
School Board
Central Off ice
Parents

Planning:

--------------Needs Assessment--------------Resources
Resources
Goals
Activities
Measurement

Development:

Training
sequence
Expectations
Objectives

Game plan
Time line

Objective
Activities

Training
Inservice
Feedback
Setting

Inservice

Implement
Inservice

Behaviors
Used:

Implement
Support
Principal

Principal
Coaching

Evaluation:

Maintain
Monitor

New outcome
Emerge

Activity:

Reassessment:

Readiness

Teacher
Administrator

Facilitator
Staff
Principal

Evaluation
Achieve goal
Focus next
year
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Components

Rogus

Rodriquez
Johnstone

Beginning:

Commitment

Introduction

People:

Staff
Principal

Teachers
Facilitator

Planning:

Needs Assessment
Goals

Needs Assessment
Brainstorming
Self-assessment

Development:

Development
activities

Personal/Professional
Plan
School Improvement
Plan

Activity:

Implement
Make sure plans
carried out

Modeling
Presentation
Small group
Monthly meetings

Behaviors
Used:
Evaluation:
Reassessment:

Evaluation
Resources cont.

Evaluate
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ComEonents

Worth
Worth

Sergiovanni
Starratt

Beginning:

Goals clearly
defined

People:

Trainee
Supervisor
Consultant

Teacher
Administrator

Planning:

School and
district goals

Study actual
situation

Development:

Applicationoriented
sessions

Intent
Substance
Competency

Activity:

Modeling
Demonstration
Observation

Approach

Behaviors
Used:

Commitment

Work together
Responsibility

Evaluation:

Peer discussion

Feedback

Reassessment:

Follow-up
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Key Characteristics of an Effective Program
Wilsey and Killion in their discussion of a successful
staff development program state that there are three needed
components:
1.
2.
3.

findings on developmental adult learning
aspects of effective instruction
principles of clinical supervision. 35

These components summarize many characteristics of an effective
staff development program.
As mentioned earlier, the concepts in adult learning are
basic in planning a staff development program.

Teachers have

individual needs that should be met if professional growth is
to occur.

How new information and strategies are presented

will affect the acceptance of change.

Lawrence's research

found that "staff development programs must be planned to fit
the design and method to the people. 1136 McDonnell concurs
with this statement by enforcing the "needs" aspect in stating
that staff development must focus on teachers' current needs. 37
The National Staff Development Council in stating characteristics of effective staff development activities also reinforces the importance of knowing the individual needs of the
participants. 38 Therefore, well planned staff development
35 cathy Wilsey and Joellen Killion, "Making the Staff
Development Program Work,'' Educational Leadership vol. 40,
no. 1 (Oct., 1982), 36.
36 cordon Lawrence, "Effective Inservice Education,"
ed. Mertz, Feb., 1983, 6, ERIC, ED 231 758.
37 McDonnell, 23.
38 National Staff Development Council, "Designing Effective Staff Development for School Improvement," (Wheaton:
DuPage-Kane ESC, 1987) 1.
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clear, well understood specific goals and objectives can be
developed.

Wood, Thompson, and Russell feel that this charac-

teristic is critical for effective staff development to occur. 41 Howey and Vaughn concur. They call this stage "cornprehensiveness'' due to the why, where, when, how, and what of
a staff development program. 42
Research by Duke, Lawrence, and the National Staff Developrnent Council validates the importance of the planning
stage.

In the Valley Educational Consortium, Duke found that

a carefully planned staff development process could obtain
instructional benefits. 43 Since a major outcome of staff developrnent is to promote student achievement, a key characteristic for effective staff development is planning.

Lawrence's

research reviewed over six thousand abstracts and references
found that effective staff development involves teachers actively involved in initiating and planning the staff development program. 44

The National Staff Development Council re-

iterates this point.

Involvement in planning the objectives

of a staff development program will make the program more
meaningful.

There will be a higher degree of clarity and ac. ·
t s as well. 45 Du k e, Tren t , Cour t·ier
ceptance o f t h e par t icipan
41 wood, Thompson, and Russell,
42 Howey and Vaughn,

43 Duke,

89.

104.

171.

44 Lawrence,

6.

45 National Staff Development Council,

11.
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and Ward, and Rogus and Shaw agree that involving teachers in
the beginning of the planning stage will help a program to
succeed.

Duke stresses that the implementation of new ideas

will be greater if the teachers are part of the decision.
ma k 1.ng
process. 46 This decision-making process according to
Rogus and Shaw will develop an essential ingredient of ownership which will foster the implementation stage. 47 Without
implementation there will be no change.

Implementation is a

needed outcome of the staff development process.
Not only is teacher involvement deemed necessary in the
planning stage, but teachers also need to be actively involved
during the staff development programs as well.

Through this

involvement, teachers decide the material to be used and
stressed in the classroom and can practice the necessary skills
needed to teach the new material.

Rogus emphasizes that un-

less staff members "own" the staff development commitment it
will go no place. 48

How can the teachers "own" the staff de-

velopment program unless they are a part of the process.
involvement is a basic tenet of adult learning.

This

Participation

in new activities can help participants to understand new information and skills. "Shared experiences can occur. 1149 This
46 Daniel Duke, "Leadership Functions and Instructional
Effectiveness," NASSP Bulletin vol. 66, no. 456 (Oct.,
1982), 4.
47 Rogus and Shaw, 52.
48

Rogus,

11.

49 Margaret Trent, "Panel Discussion on Student Development," ed. Mertz. Feb., 1983, 12, ERIC, ED 231 758.
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helps teachers to understand the strengths or weaknesses of
the requested change.

Lawrence cites a Rand study of 293

federal seed money projects.

The findings highlighted the

importance of total teacher-faculty involvement in staff development. 50

Bennett found in her research of effective staff

development training practices that involvement does not have
to be voluntary for the staff development process to be more
effective.

Involvement can be mandated. 51

Total teacher-faculty involvement should also include
the principal.

Fielding and Schalock contend that the teachers

will have a more positive attitude toward the staff development process if the principal also participates in the in.
service
ac t•ivi•t•ies. 52

By seeing the principal involved, the

teachers should sense the importance of the information or
wanted change.

Being the instructional leader of the school

building, the principal who attends the inservices is receiving the same information and the understanding as the staff.
This action will help foster a better understanding during the
implementation stage.
target.

Feedback will be more specific and on

Coaching and modeling can occur more easily.

Bennett

emphasizes the importance of coaching because she found that
50 1awrence,

6.

51 Barrie Brent Bennett,

"The Effectiveness of Staff
Development Training Practices: A Meta-Analysis," University
of Oregon, June, 1987, 111, 120.
52 clen Fielding and H. Del Schalock,

"Promoting the
Professional Development of Teachers and Administrators,"
1985, 22, ERIC, ED 260 489.
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"follow-up support (coaching) as a training component is essential if teachers are to transfer training to the class53
room."
The effective instruction items of teaching the lesson
and practicing the skills come into account not only with the
teachers helping to plan the activities and being active participants but also with what the staff development program is
presenting.

Through Bennett's research she found that a staff

development should include theory, demonstration, practice,
feedback, and coaching.

By incorporating these five activities

into a staff development program, meaningful increases will
occur in teacher skills and transfer of skills to classroom
behavior. 54 Practicality is the key word. Teachers will not
implement something that is viewed as nonworkable in their environment.

By helping to plan the staff development program,

the timeliness of the issues will be addressed.

Duke stresses

that successful staff development must be sensitive to the
content and timing of the program. 55 Lawrence's study on selfinstruction in classroom skills found that teachers would be
motivated to adapt relevant research findings to their classroom practice if they saw the findings serving the student
needs. 56

53 Bennett,
54 Ibid.,
55 nuke,

119.
109-110.

School Leadership and Instructional Improvement,

168.
56 Lawrence,

7.
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Student needs and achievement are the main focus for
staff development programs.

McDonnell emphasizes that the

actual practice of the theories presented is what is important for implementation to occur. 57 Teachers need to see
relevance to their environment and students.

Without the

relevance they will listen but they will not try to implement.
The participants in a staff development program need to see
that what they are learning will work in a school like their
own.

Then the teachers will use the new skills and understand-

ing in the classroom.
Continuing with the practicality of the new information
or skill comes the availability to attend workshops or inservices that offer the information.

On-site staff develop-

ment is another characteristic deemed important to a successful staff development program.

Fielding and Schalock state

that the most favorable site for staff development to occur
appears to be the teachers' school. 58 Barth, Lawrence and
McDonnell all concur.

Being in your own school reinforces the

notion that what is going to be presented will fit into the
staff's needs and the school's environment.

The practicality

of the information will have already been given consideration.
The presenters will be viewed as knowing the environment of
the particular school and, therefore, hopefully will gear the
information and strategies to correspond with the setting.

57 McDonnell,

23.

58 Fielding and Schalock,

22.
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As can be seen, four of the five major characteristics
of an effective staff development program so far have not
dealt with the principal as an important participant.

With

the sixth and seventh characteristics of support, relating to
Wilsey and Killian's third component of supervision, the principal 's role will be brought forth.
is not always mentioned directly.

However, the principal
The leadership and support

roles are mentioned, but a specific individual is not always
singled out to take on the responsibilities.
Howey and Vaughn in their principles of effective staff
development cite four principles without mentioning whose responsibility it would be to be involved in each activity.

The

principles are "continuity", "potency", "support", and "documentation".

"Continuity" refers to the reinforcement of in-

formation and skills by continual follow-up and feedback.
"Potency" has its focus on relevance and practicality.
port" supplies a support structure.

"Sup-

"Documentation" refers

to documenting the planning, implementation, and outcome of
all activities.

59

Leadership and support are activities that

are important for a staff development program to be successful.

Without leadership and support Howey and Vaughn's four

principles would not be functional.
Lawrence's study on workshop modeling emphasizes the
point that the availability of follow-up support was regarded
·
as an important
e 1 ement o f th e program ' s model.
59 Howey and Vaughn,
60

Lawrence,

8.

104-105.

60

Rogus,

70
Bishop, and Courtier and Ward all mention support, modeling,
coaching, and feedback as important ingredients for implementation to be successful. 61 Thompson and Cooley in their research comparing effective staff development programs throughout the fifty states found that in effective staff development
programs the administrative support was greater than in less
effective staff development programs. 62 Worth and Worth concur with Thompson and Cooley by stressing the importance of
administrative involvement in the staff development program.
This involvement is needed for the success of the staff development program. 63
In his Valley Educational Consortium research, Duke
does state that there are instructional benefits when active
instructional leadership occurs.

His research had a high

principal involvement group exceed gains made by the group
with minimal principal participation.

He goes on to cite

"The Culture of the Schools and the Probability of Change"
by Seymour Sarason whose research suggested that the principal must play an active role in initiating, guiding, and sup.
. t o succee d . 64
porting
sta ff d eve 1 opment i'f i't is
McDonnell and Wood, Thompson, and Russell concur that
the principal makes the difference in the success of the staff

61 Rogus, 15; Bishop, 46; Courtier and Ward, 191, 193.
62 Thompson and Cooley,
63 worth and Worth,
64 nuke,
63, 171.

6.

131.

School Leadership and Instructional Improvement,
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development program.

The principal is the key person who

encourages the staff to participate in workshops, to get involved in inservices, and will assist the teachers in followup activities. 65 Through the principal's activities there is
an increase in the likelihood of new information or skills
being implemented and a change occurring. 66 Teachers need
support personnel to give encouragement or correct a miscue.
Fellow teachers can provide some of the encouragement, but a
principal is basically the individual who has the time and
resources to watch or model a lesson for the benefit of a
teacher.
Feedback given by the principal can help the teacher to
feel comfortable about trying new behavior.

Roger Prosise in

his research found that in order for the new behavior to be
learned, follow-up, coaching, and reinforcement were needed
activities. 67
Not only is support needed from the principal through
feedback techniques, but the principal can also offer support
through giving the staff time to adopt the new behaviors. 68
Change does not happen overnight.

Trial and error, discus-

sions, and adaptations have to occur in order to adjust the
new behavior to accommodate the students.
65 Wood, Thompson, and Russell,
66 McDonnell,

A principal, at

75.

14.

67 Roger D. Prosise, "An Analysis of Staff Development
Activities for Elementary School Principals in Suburban Cook
County, IL," Loyola University, April, 1988, 253.
68 Lawrence,

6.
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this time, needs to be able to stand back and give the teachers
the needed space to experiment and become familiar with the new
information or skill.
Support can also come in the form of money.

The prin-

cipal is the individual who is responsible for the school's
budget.

Without the principal's monetary support, the ma-

terials to implement the new information or skill will be
lacking.
Chart B reviews the key characteristics of an effective
staff development program.
tics mentioned in total.

There were thirty-one characterisThe above section discussed the

seven most mentioned characteristics:

the individual needs

of the participants, teachers involved in the planning, teachers
actively involved in the activities, the practicality of the
requested change, on-site locations, feedback, and support
given to help foster the new behavior.
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Chart B
Key Characteristics of a Staff Development Program
1

Involve teachers
in active planning
Collective effort
of faculty
Individual schools
Appropriate time
for inservice
Diverse program
patterns
Active role for
teachers
Try in classroom
Appropriate
feedback
See demonstration
Not just lecture
format
At school site
Individualized
Adult learning
Clinical
supervision
Support given
High standards
of performance
Based clear goals
No threat of
judgement

2

x

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x x

x

x x
x
x

x
x

x

10

11

x

x

12

13

x
x

x
x x x
x

x x
x x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x x

x x

x

x
x

x
x x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x x
x
x

x
x x
x x

x

x

x

x
x

x
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Appropriate time
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Diverse program
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Active role for
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Individualized
Adult learning
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supervision
Support given
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No threat of
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x
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1
All personnel
involved
Long range
plans
Help improve
ability
Trust, open
communications
Principal
involved
Based on research
Reduce anxiety of
change
Current needs
Linked with
university
Use of rewards
Choose goals for
self
Teacher sharing
Use local talent

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
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All personnel
involved
Long range
plans
Help improve
ability
Trust, open
communications
Principal
involved
Based on research
Reduce anxiety of
change
Current needs
Linked with
university
Use of rewards
Choose goals for
self
Teacher sharing
Use local talent

Sources:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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14.
15.

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x x
x x

Lawrence
Fielding and Schalock
Trent
Wilsey and Killion
Wood, Thompson, and
Russell
Dillon-Peterson
Hall
McDonnell
Courtier and Ward
Howey and Vaughn
Duke
Barth
Bishop
Rogus
Sergiovanni and
Starratt

x

x

x x
x
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Rodriquez and
Johnstone
Gorton, Schneider,
and Fisher
Thompson and
Cooley
Prosise
LePage
Worth and Worth
Showers, Joyce,
and Bennett
Rogus and Shaw
National Staff
Dev. Council
Daresh
Bennett
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Principal's Role in Staff Development
The role of the principal is an important ingredient.
By looking at the characteristics of actively involved, feedback, and support, the principal has to be available from the
planning step through the reassessment step.

Through the

principal's actions the needed support can be given that will
help a program to be successful.

A growing body of research

has shown a positive relationship between the leadership ability of the principal and student growth in basic skill development. 69

Articles written on effective school identify the
need for a strong building level leadership. 70 This leadership
is provided by the principal.

Goodlad concurs by stating that

the principal is the critical element.

Good schools will hap-

. . 1 s. 71
pen wh en th ere are goo d principa
Student growth is the desired outcome when a staff development program is used.

Therefore, the principal must be

visible and involved in the program.
Promoting the growth of teachers, another element in the
definition of a staff development program, is a leadership
role of the principal.

69

Fortenberry,

The principal can help foster this

432.

70 c. M. Achilles, "A Vision of Better Schools" in
Instructional Leadership ~d. Greenfield (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1987) 19.
71 John Goodlad, "The School as a Workplace," in Staff
National Societ for the Stud of
Develo ment 82 Yearbook
icago: University o
E ucation,
Gri
Press, 1983), 40.
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growth by rearranging the conditions and structure under which
teachers work. 72 The conditions and structure can include
materials, teaching space, money, released time, knowledge of
upcoming workshops, or conferences.

"One of the principal's

most critical leadership functions is to see that an active
program of inservice activities is available on a continuing
basis to teachers. 1173
Formally, the growth of a teacher can be nurtured
through formative and summative evaluations.

The formal eval-

uation, however, has had only a limited influence on staff development. 74

Informally, a principal as the leader can develop

teachers in a more powerful way.

The activities related to the

informal operation of the school are the day-to-day staff
interactions, the involvement of staff in the program decision75
making, and the personal modeling of the new behavior.
Through staff interactions, new behavior can be discussed for
advice or acknowledgement that the new behavior is getting results.

Involvement of staff in the decision-making process

helps the staff to have 'ownership' of the goals and activities.
Wanting the activities to succeed because personal decision
helped set up the ioals will help the new behavior to succeed.
By involving the staff in decision-making, they can get a

72 Barth,

155.

73 nuke, "Leadership Functions and Instructional
Effectiveness," 4.
74 Barth,

151.

75 Rogus,

16.
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feeling of being indispensable and needed.

The teachers can

feel they have something to contribute by the information they
received at workshops attended or through their experiences.
Involvement can also help develop a rapport between the principal and the staff.

This rapport can come in handy when man-

dated curriculum is presented.

The teachers will know that

they have been able to help make decisions in the past.

Even

though the mandated curriculum was not open for discussion,
the teachers should understand that they will continue to be
involved in the future.

Showing support for the new behavior

can be given by helping the staff see the methods and strategies asked for.

By this modeling, the staff will see that it

can be accomplished.

The modeling also gives more credence

to the principal as an instructional leader.
McEnvoy developed six ways in which a principal appeared
to exercise instructional leadership through staff development.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inform teachers of professional opportunities
Disseminate professional and curricular
material
Focus staff attention on specific theme
Solicit teacher opinion
Encourage experimentation
76
Recognize individual teacher achievements

Informing teachers of professional opportunities can be
done by routinely passing along pamphlets of interest.

Hav-

ing the principal make a personal follow-through will help
76 Barbara McEnvoy, "Everyday Acts: How Principals
Influence Development of Their Staffs," Educational Leadership vol. 44, no. 5 (Feb., 1987), 73.

80
establish the support given the staff in incorporating new
behavior into their routine.

After disseminating magazine/

newspaper articles, the principal again should be able to follow-up on what the teachers thought about the article and how
it might be incorporated in the learning environment.

A

specific theme will give the entire staff the ability to discuss information for its practicality and worth.

The staff

should be able to feel more together and cohesive toward a
common end.

This specific theme can come about through the

principal soliciting teacher opinion and then involving them
in the decision-making process.

McEnvoy concluded her article

by stating that ''the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development study suggests that the principal can
actually stimulate and reinforce the professional growth
within their schools. 1177
Hall has four ways in which the principal has a major
role in the staff development process.

78

First, the principal

must participate on the building level planning team.

By

participating, the principal serves as the 'procedural expert'.
Clarification of policies, budgets, and possibilities can be
given.

The principal's second task is to provide administra-

tive support for the staff development reviews and reports
that go to the district office.

Scheduling of meetings and

giving support for participation can be accomplished.

77 Ibid.,
78 Hall,

76.
9-10.

The

81

third task is to encourage participation by all school staff.
Developing a comfortable, open, trusting climate is an important task of the principal.
tioned before.
growth.

The fourth task has been men-

It is supplying opportunities for professional

Making sure teachers can share their ideas through

staff interaction should be part of the climate and environment the principal has helped develop.
The principal must not only develop and nurture a school
climate that will encourage staff development.

Edd suggests

that the principal must acquire the knowledge and sharpen the
skills to sell the need for quality education through the
staff development program.

He goes on to suggest ten ways

the principal can help nurture staff development.
1.
2.
3.

4.

S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

Tune into own leadership-administrative
style
Realize the necessity for the principal
to be initiator, facilitator, and resident scholar if needed
Gain practical experience/knowledge in
the formation of district staff development goals
Be aware of the intent of the state mandated staff development legislation
Secure a staff development procedures
model to utilize
Know where the staff is on ability and
professional growth
Provide support for those who wish to act
Provide a forum for teachers who want to
test new ideas
Provide evaluation
. .
79
Pu bl icize successes

79 Edd,

1, 6-9.
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Within the staff development program itself, a principal has six functions according to Fielding and Schalock. 80
First, the principal must set clear expectations for teacher
involvement and own involvement.

Teachers may flounder un-

less guidelines and expectations have been discussed.

They

will not know what direction is anticipated unless expectations are explained.

Knowing where the principal fits into

the program will also help alleviate misdirection or mistrust.
By utilizing the talents of lead teachers, the principal has accomplished the second function according to Fielding
and Schalock.

This utilization not only gives recognition to

the individuals for their ability, it also will help the staff
to see the practical application of the new behavior.

If the

lead teacher can display the new behavior and make the learning process successful within the school's environment, the
other teachers will have a practical experience to view and
an individual to help them through the new knowledge or skill.
This discussion alluded to the use of the lead teacher
contributing to the third function of the principal.

The

third function is establishing a collaborative structure for
fostering teacher professional interaction.
A principal must be able to differentiate between the
supervision intended to fulfill the administrative requirement
and the supervision used to promote individual growth and
support, implementation, or improvement.

Fielding and

Schalock's fourth function is an important one.
8°Fielding and Schalock,

69-70.

If a teacher

83

feels that an evaluation of skills will be forthcoming from
an observation, the teacher will not be as accessible to using
the new behavior wanted.
played.

The old tried and true will be dis-

The principal must let the staff know when the formal

evaluation is going to occur and when the observation for
helping improve professional skills is going to occur.
The fifth task of the principal is to guard against premature evaluation.

The new behavior needs time to be rooted

in the everyday routine of the classroom.

Any change to be

successfully integrated needs a trial and error period to get
out the kinks and bugs.

The time will give the teacher a

chance to feel comfortable with change.
The sixth task suggested by Fielding and Schalock is
not a regularly mentioned item, but it is important.

Teachers

are to have an environment where they can regularly discuss
with each other.

The same should be true for the principal.

The sixth task is that principals should regularly exchange
ideas with other principals.
Vacca and Vacca suggest that the principal should have
both a personal influence and a professional competence when
involved with staff development.

Personal influence includes a

positive attitude and pleasant disposition.

Interacting with

teachers, listening to feedback, and having a sense of humor
are important.

Answers to questions should be direct.

The

principal's professional competence has the principal being
well informed and well organized.

The principal will have a

84
purpose in mind and adhere to the task.
81
.
wi· 11 b e given.

Clear explanations

Ragus and Shaw have written that formal staff development requires at least three commitments from the principa1. 82
The first commitment comes in the form of written policy and
administrative regulation.

This commitment binds the organi-

zation to the staff development process.

The principal has

the philosophy and, therefore, the district's support when
developing an effective staff development program.
In order to have an effective staff development program,
the principal must also set aside funds for the program.
Without the monetary support, materials, supplies, workshops,
consultants, released time, and substitutes for peer coaching
activities would not be available.

It would be like trying

to teach Math Their Way without any rnanipulatives.

Success

in promoting behavior change would not occur.
The third commitment has the principal involving the
staff in the program planning.

As mentioned earlier, teacher

planning and active involvement are two essential ingredients
for an effective staff development program.

The principal's

role is to make sure the teachers are involved in the staff
development process.

By requesting volunteers and/or asking

certain staff members to be volunteers on a staff development

81 JoAnne L. Vacca and Richard R. Vacca. "Process
Strategies for Effective Staff Development" ed. Mertz,
Feb., 1983, 46-47, ERIC, ED 231 758.
82 Ragus and Shaw, 52, 52B.

85
committee and by using faculty meetings to discuss staff development concerns, the principal can involve the staff in
the process.
Rogus and Shaw go on to state that if the school administrator (principal) is committed to accomplishing the
school's goals and improving the quality of life for the
school staff, then the instructional improvement efforts will
have a healthy chance of being effective. 83
There are three major roles assigned to the principal
in staff development according to Sergiovanni and Starratt:
teacher, colleague, and facilitator. 84 As a teacher, the
principal plans the programs and activities designed to help
the teachers learn about new ideas and practices.

This role

would come into play when mandates, new curriculum, or new
textbooks need to be introduced.

"The participants at a 1986

ASCD Conference Session agreed that administrators' planning
of inservice, based upon their perception of teachers, yielded
better received training programs than those planned and/or
implemented by teachers alone. 1185 According to this statement, teacher planning is not necessary for every staff <levelopment activity to be successful even though teacher planning
was one of the highest mentioned characteristics for an ef fective staff development program.

83 Ibid.,

Although the statement from

52.

84 sergiovanni and Starratt,
85 worth and Worth, 131.

337-338.

86
the ASCD Session seems argumentative to the other sources,
mandates and new curriculum are not teacher-school oriented
and therefore, do not include teacher planning for presentation.
The second role is one of being a colleague.
this role, teacher involvement is emphasized.

Within

The principal

uses the problem-solving format to discuss needs, concerns,
and problems.

The teachers are considered to have equal re-

sponsibility in the decision-making process.
The two roles so far mentioned add a degree of decisionmaking on the part of the principal.

The principal needs to

be able to decide which role is the most appropriate to help
the staff development process succeed.
Being a facilitator is the third role of the principal
according to Sergiovanni and Starratt.

Within this role the

principal provides support, encouragement, and council when
asked.

Removing obstacles and providing rewards are two other

functions of the principal.

Obstacles could range from how to

get a teacher out of the classroom and into a workshop or another teacher's room for peer observation to how to secure the
right amount of materials and supplies.

Encouragement given

at a faculty meeting or a brief write-up for a local newspaper
can be types of rewards given by the principal.
Lezotte states that the principal's role in creating a
school learning climate includes planning inservice programs
that reinforce the staff's belief that all students can learn.
Besides planning around the students' learning potential, the

87
programs the principal plans should also assist teachers in
improving their instructional skills and expanding their
knowledge of content necessary to teach all students. 86
Rodriquez and Johnstone support the principal's role in
planning by stating that the site administrator has ready access to data that provides a clear picture of the strengths
and weaknesses of the individual staff members, the needs of
the students, the weak areas in curriculum, the values and
desires of the community, and how the school measures up to
87
• t ric
• t I s goa 1 s and o b Jec
• t ives.
•
th e d is
Fielding and Schalock and Vacca and Vacca both alluded
to the staff development need of the principal.

Through the

principal's staff development, a principal will be able to be
well informed and feel confident to exchange ideas with
colleagues.
However, the staff development process for principals
may need to be improved before the above statement is true.
Roger Prosise in his research on staff development activities
of principals found that activities deemed important for
teacher staff development were not always used when applying
to principal staff development.

Reading professional litera-

ture, peer observation, and reporting back to the group after
a conference or workshop were activities that were lacking in
the process.

The results showed a lack of continuity between

86 1awrence W. Lezotte, "School Learning Climate" in
Instructional Leadership Handbook ed. Keefe and Jenkins
(Reston: NASSP, 1984) 53, 53B.
87 Rodriquez and Johnstone, 87.

88
professional development activities.

For a principal to be

well informed and use the knowledge about current trends to
help foster growth in the staff, the principal must engage in
effective staff development programs related to the professional growth of the principa1. 88
Staff development is for the professional and personal
growth of the staff.

Sometimes the impetus comes from the

teacher's or staff's needs, and sometimes staff development
is begun due to a mandated issue.

In either case, without

the active support and involvement of the principal, the staff
development process will not be as effective in promoting the
academic achievement of the student.

88 rrosise,

242-245.

CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The twenty interviewees were asked twelve questions to
determine the current role of the principal in staff development.

The beginning questions developed background informa-

tion pertaining to the impetus for a staff development program
within their districts.

Other questions delved into what the

principal perceived staff development to be, why staff development was needed, how the principal participated at the two
levels of staff development:

district and building, what

activities the principal was actively engaged in to promote
staff development, and how the principal perceived him/herself
in the staff development activities mentioned.

The last ques-

tions centered on the principal giving recommendations to beginning principals and any thoughts about staff development
that were deemed important which had not already been mentioned.
The data for each question are presented in the number
of responses received by the researcher.

The Experience

column refers to the number of years the principal has been
located at his/her present school building.
The following demographic information can be used to
compare the total available responses with the given responses
from the interviews.
89
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Number of

M
10

F
10

Staff Size
(21 (31 >30

11

8

1

<4

5

Experience
(6 <10 <16

4

6

2

)15
3

For analysis of the data, the researcher compared how
each interviewed principal responded to similar questions, how
the interviewed principals' responses compared to each other,
and how the interviewed principals' responses related to the
authorities cited in Chapter II.

The references to authorities

mentioned in this chapter are used for the purpose of analysis
and have already been cited in Chapter II.
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I.

1.

Background Information on the Districts' Staff
Development Programs

Who did the planning for the district level staff development program?
Number of

Staff Size
(21(31)30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16

> 15

M

F

Committee:
Teacher from
every building

6

5

6

4

1

3

2

2

1

3

Certain number
of teachers

3

5

5

3

0

2

1

4

1

0

One principal or
a few principals

8

3

7

4

0

5

0

3

2

1

All principals

1

3

2

2

0

0

2

1

0

1

5

8

6

6

1

3

4

4

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

D.

o.

0

personnel

Administration

2.

Was the Staff Development Committee voluntary?
Number of

Experience

Staff Size

>30

(4 (6(10<16)15

M

F

Yes

5

4

4

4

1

2

1

3

0

3

No:
Association
decides

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

Staff decides

0

3

2

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

Principal
decides

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

(21 <31
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3.

When and where did the District Committee meet to plan the
District's staff development program?
Number of
M
F

Staff Size
(21 (31 >30

Experience

<4 (6 (10 (16

>15

Where:
Same school

2

2

3

1

0

0

0

2

0

2

District Office

5

6

5

5

1

3

3

3

1

1

Different
schools

2

3

3

2

0

1

2

1

1

0

When:
Monthly

2

4

3

3

0

0

1

3

1

1

When needed

2

2

3

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

2-3 times a year

1

3

2

2

0

0

2

1

0

1

3-4 times a year

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

Regular basis

2

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

4.

How does the District receive funds for its staff development program?
Number of

Staff Size
<21 (31 30

>

Experience
(4 (6 (10 <16 15

>

M

F

Budgeted item

5

8

6

6

1

3

1

5

2

2

County/State
grants

4

0

3

1

0

2

1

0

0

1

Assistant Superintendent's
budget

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

School gets own
money

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

$20,000 for
short time

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
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s.

How is the District staff development program planned?
Number of
M
F

Staff Size
<21 (31

>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16

>15

Teacher Input:
Survey

6

7

10

3

0

4

2

3

1

3

Requests and
concerns

5

5

6

4

0

3

3

3

0

1

Mandated

2

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Need of:
District

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

Building

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

Everybody

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Curriculum

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Outside
evaluator

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

Administrative
performance and
evaluation

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Principal or
administrative
opinion

3

2

2

3

0

2

0

2

1

0
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6.

How are you, the principal, involved in your District's
program?
Number of

Staff Size
(21 (31

>30

Experience

(4 (6 (10 (16

> 15

M

F

Teacher Input:
Gives to principal who passes
information on

4

0

1

3

0

2

1

0

0

1

Committee
Involvement:
Chairman

1

3

3

1

0

0

0

2

0

2

Represents
building

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

As member

2

7

6

2

1

2

1

3

2

1

Gives Inservice
or is Director
of s. D.

2

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

As Authority:
Suggests speakers

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Not Involved

2

1

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

0
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I.

Background Information on the Districts'
Staff Development Programs

Questions Asked:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who did the planning for the District level
staff development program?
Was the Staff Development Committee voluntary?
When and where did the District Committee
meet to plan the District's staff development
program?
How does the District receive funds for its
staff development program?
How is the District staff development program
planned?
How are you, the principal, involved in your
District's staff development program?

These first six questions asked by the researcher delved
into the District's staff development program of each principal interviewed.

Knowing the commitment and procedures at the

District level shed light on how the individual principals
operated within his/her building concerning staff development
activities.

For example, two male principals seemed to take

the opinion that since their district did the planning with
the teachers, their services were not needed.

However,

through further questions of their role in staff development,
they did participate by interaction with staff and looked for
opportunities to send teachers to workshops or conferences.
All of the principals' districts had a staff development
program functioning at the District level.

Overwhelmingly the

members of the planning committee included teachers.

Princi-

pal #104 stated that there were no teachers on his district's
committee.

Principal representatives were not as numerous as
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teacher representation.

Five principals stated that princi-

pals were not on their district's committees.

The districts

of six interviewed principals had principal representation on
the staff development committee.

This representation did not

involve themselves.
The research of Lawrence, Duke, Courtier and Ward, Trent,
and the National Staff Development Council has mentioned
strongly that involving teachers in the planning stage of staff
development activities will help generate a more successful
program.

Principal #104, who stated that there were no

teachers on his District's staff development committee, felt
he had teacher input due to a three-member committee which met
with him to discuss concerns before he met with the District's
committee.

The intent of teacher involvement in decision-

making and planning, however, is one of direct interaction according to Fortenberry, Lawrence, Rogus and Shaw, and three
models of staff development:

Bishop's, Rodriquez and

Johnstone's Collegial Support Model, and Worth and Worth's.
The majority of the Districts' staff development committees were composed of teachers who had volunteered.

The re-

search does not specifically discuss how the teachers become
involved in the planning.

The researcher, however, believes

that voluntary participation will lead to more acceptance of
the decisions since the teachers have wanted to be involved
in the process.

The staffs of three buildings decided who

should be a member of the planning committee.

Principal #61

stated that consensus was an important method for decisionmaking within her building.

Her staff had bought into the
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consensus method as the best way to come to building decisions.
This building also had the smallest staff size of the twenty
interviewees.

The other two buildings had staff sizes at the

lower end of the middle range.

With smaller staffs, the

teachers would seem to know each other better and work together
more easily.
male.

In all three buildings the principal was a fe-

The principal who chose the committee members was also

a female.
Principal involvement also is an important element of
an effective staff development program.

With principal involve-

ment, objectives of the staff development programs at the building level have a better chance of being met according to Ragus.
Principals should be included at the district level planning
stage.

The principal would then have an overall picture of

the goals and activities in the staff development program and
be better able to incorporate these goals and activities into
the building program.

Supplying articles, materials, schedules

for workshops or conferences would have a better chance of coordinating with the District's framework.

Even with seven of

the principals not having direct participation in district
level planning, eighteen of the principals stressed that communication among their fellow principals was good.

Principal

#15 stated that during administrative meetings the principal
in charge of the District's staff development program regularly
gave reports to keep the rest of the administration up to date.
He felt he was well prepared to work with staff development
within his building.
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For the principals who were involved in their districts'
staff development planning, four of them were chairmen of
their Districts' committees.

Principals #7, #11, #89, and

#100 stressed a sense of pride being the chairman.

They com-

mented on their contact with staff which made them aware of
the needs of the staffs.

Eleven of the principals gave an-

swers that indicated a control factor.
control factor were as follows:

Answers depicting the

ideas of the teachers were

given to the principal who then decided the staff development
program, the principal suggested speakers, the principal made
sure that the teachers were suggesting what they really wanted,
the principal got the needs for the program from the teachers,
the principal represented the staff, and the principal was the
Staff Development Director.

The principal who stated that he

made sure the teachers were suggesting what they really wanted
seemed to imply a more Theory X attitude toward his staff.

He

commented on how his staff did not always cooperate with each
other.

Possibly he was fostering this lack of trust; cer-

tainly he did not specify strategies to improve the situation.
Committee involvement is the major avenue taken by the
principals at the district level in staff development.

Within

this committee involvement the gender difference is striking.
Female principals outnumbered their male counterparts 11 to 3.
Committee involvement also displayed a difference in principals with different staff sizes.

The smaller staff principals

were the ones who were on the committee.

While passing on

information or not being involved came from principals with
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average size staffs.

This committee involvement implies that

the larger the staff, the more likely the principal will not
be involved at the district level.

The researcher thought

this would be true due to the time needed within the buildings of larger staffs for the principals to interact with the
individual members of the staff.

However, future answers to

questions indicate that the time element is not considered a
problem by eight of the fourteen principals involved with
district committees.
It is interesting to note that three principals (#23,
#25, and #38) stated that they were not involved in the staff
development process at the district level.

Yet their activ-

ities were not hampered by this lack of participation at the
district level.

Each principal stated at least five activities

with his/her building which fostered staff development.

These

activities were common among participating principals as well:
sending teachers to workshops, released time, discussions at
meetings, inservice, and articles given out.
Thompson and Cooley and Duke in their research emphasize the importance of the principal being involved in the
staff development program.

Without the principal's support

and involvement the program was less effective according to
their research.

Since many of the principals used their

districts' staff development programs as their building staff
development programs or added to the districts' programs, it
would be appropriate for the principals to be involved at the
district level for a more successful building program.

How-

ever, the researcher did not find any disparity between the
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district and building programs if the principal was not involved at the district level.

But in such instances, clear

communication and coordination were essential for the principals' actions to support the Districts' and the buildings'
staff development programs.
The difference between the building programs, which will
be discussed later in the dissertation, and the District programs in staff development was one of type.

The building pro-

grams were more personalized toward the staff.

The District

staff development programs were mostly inservice and large
meetings.

With the District staff development programs being

more inservice oriented, the participation of the principals
at this level did not make a difference as to the staff development activities of the buildings.

As mentioned before,

the principals felt that communication was good among their
fellow principals and that their actions coupled well with the
Districts' planning.
Since the District staff development programs consisted
of inservice, the principals did use the inservice as part of
their individual building programs.

To give more background

information as to how the Districts's staff development programs were planned, the researcher also asked the interviewed
principals when and where the planning took place, the funding
available, and how the planning occurred.
Having the District committee meet at the District Office was the most often mentioned location.

District Office

personnel were involved in the planning of thirteen district
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staff development programs.

For budgetary purposes, this ar-

rangement is beneficial due to the District personnel having
more knowledge on the monies available.

However, teachers may

feel intimidated when the District Office personnel is in
charge of the committee, and therefore, not express their true
concerns.

Planning activities of interest and need to the

teachers may then not occur.

Inservices may stress needs per-

ceived by the District only.

This attitude was not prevalent

in the interviews with the principals.

Most of the principals

seem to realize that teacher input is important if the staff
development program is to be successful.

This attitude re-

lates well with the staff development models of Rodriquez and
Johnstone, Sergiovanni and Starratt, Wood and Thompson, and
with research done by Lawrence, Trent, Fielding and Schalock,
Howey and Vaughn, McDonnell, and the National Staff Development
Council.
Switching the meeting place from building to building
can be confusing unless good communication is involved.

On

the positive side, teachers may be able to express themselves
more clearly having the individual school as their environment.

Researchers are divided on this issue.

Barth, Lawrence,

McDonnell, and Fielding and Schalock believe on-site staff
development planning will be more successful, while Rodriquez
and Johnstone state getting away to a neutral environment
would be better.

On-site planning may work the best for build-

ing level staff development, but research does not always distinguish between building or district level planning.

Principal
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#104 stated that the teachers liked to visit other schools
so they could see some of the projects and activities of the
other teachers and students.
The researcher does question the "when needed" response
to when the District staff development committee met.

This

time schedule seems to lessen the importance of planning for
a successful staff development program.

A philosophy, mission

statement, and goals and objectives for a 4-5 year plan were
not mentioned by the principals.

These elements are essential

for a successful staff development program to exist according
to Wood and Thompson, Hall, Rogus, and Worth and Worth.

Long-

range goals are specifically mentioned by McDonnell, Prosise,
and Wood and Thompson's RPTIM model.

If the committee only

meets when needed, the program will not be unified.

The pro-

gram will be more like an imcomplete patchwork quilt.

Princi-

pal #52 did state that staff development needs 3-5 year plans
to keep activities related.
activities.

The staff benefits from planned

Just one workshop, one inservice, or one article

will not affect change, if change is needed.

More principals

need to be aware of developing a philosophy, mission statement, and goals and objectives over a 4-5 year plan.

Once

known, the principals need to inform the Districts' staff development committees, and be a part of the committees to help
foster a more complete staff development program.

The Dis-

tricts' staff development programs will then filter down to
the building level making the building level staff development program more coherent and unified.
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How refined a staff development program can be relates
to the monies available.

If a district relies totally on

grants, as in four districts interviewed, specific activities
have to be mentioned, accounted for, and approved.
Activities paid for by District funds included conferences, workshops, speakers, materials, and substitutes for the
classroom teachers.

Without the money, a staff development

program can be limited.
is paramount.

Therefore, the role of the principal

The principal needs to be aware of the District's

staff development program not only to connect with the building's staff development program, but also so he/she can find
articles, workshop or conference opportunities, or materials
that will enhance both District and building level staff development programs.

The principal needs to be aware and will-

ing to explore different avenues to get the information to the
staff.

The principals who were not involved in the Districts'

programs were as active as the principals who participated in
the planning of the Districts' staff development programs.
As stated earlier, communication between the interviewed principals and their fellow administrators was apparent.
Thirteen Districts showed interest in a staff development program through an individual line item on their budgets.
The Districts of principals #23 and #38 were given building
staff development budgets from the District budget.

Princi-

pal #25 had his money taken from the Assistant Superintendent's
budget.

Coming from the Assistant Superintendent's budget did

not indicate that the program was being slighted by other
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District interests or problems.

Principal #25 had monies for

workshops, conferences, peer coaching, released time, and
inservices.
Four Districts of the principals interviewed (#4, #7,
#104, and #114) relied on grants to fund their staff development programs.

Grants can limit what is done or have narrow

views of possible activities.

This possibility was not found

to be true of these four districts.

The staff development

activities mentioned by the principals were varied depending
on the principal.

Workshops and conferences were mentioned

by three principals.
two of the principals.

Speakers and articles were mentioned by
Principal #4 mentioned a total of six

different activities including demonstration, early dismissal,
inservice, and observation.

Principal #7 only mentioned

speakers and articles.
Principal #52 stated that she was given $20,000 for a
short time.

This money was to apply to staff development

activities.

Principal #35 stated that her building received

monies from her District.
When the principals were questioned on how the District
planned the staff development activities, seven principals
chose to discuss specific needs as an important ingredient of
how the staff development program was planned.

Seventeen

principals did stress the importance of teacher input.

Two

of the seventeen principals, #4 and #7, also referred to mandated topics helping to shape how the staff development programs were planned.
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Teacher input as mentioned earlier was an important ingredient in the planning of a staff development program.
input was mentioned by surveys and teacher input.

This

Only two

principals (#110 and #114) directly mentioned needs assessment
in their discussion of how the District planned staff development activities.

Needs assessment is considered an important

component to any staff development program.

Bishop's, Hall's

SDSI, and Rogus' staff development models stress needs assessment.

The researcher questions if the surveys were needs

assessments or random questions due to the fact of the principals not mentioning needs assessment.

By not mentioning

needs assessment, possibly the principals do not know the
terminology and components of an effective staff development
program, or they may regard needs assessment as a given and,
therefore, failed to mention it.

The important point is that

needs assessment was not mentioned by the majority of the
principals interviewed.
The administrative viewpoint is also a part of this planning as mentioned by the principals who were chairmen, committee members, or communicated with their fellow principals.
Principals #7 and #87 stated that a teacher's performance and
consequent evaluation had a part in deciding the Districts'
staff development activities.

Duke states that formal evalua-

tion has a limited influence on staff development.

It has al-

ready been stated that teachers will not try new behavior in
the classroom if they might fail as part of their evaluation.
This mentality by the District is one reason why staff
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development of the past was not successful.

Principals #15,

#23, #43, #67, and #87 stressed principal opinion as having a
part in the decision-making process of planning district level
staff development activities.

It is interesting to note that

Principals #15 and #23 also stated that they were not involved
directly in the Districts' planning.

This did not appear to

affect the behavior of Principal #23 for she stated nine different activities used in her building such as workshops, peer
coaching, released time, needs assessment, and articles.

Prin-

cipal #15 used four different activities to help his teachers
in staff development.

The activities included evaluation,

observation, materials, and meetings.

Communication seems to

not be as good as Principal #15 thought due to his activities
being more control-oriented and less teacher-directed.
The District level planning of staff development activities was one-sided when reasons for developing these activities were discussed.
fifteen principals.
needs.

Teacher input was the reason given by
Only two principals mentioned District

Four principals mentioned mandates.

There was only

one principal (#1) who mentioned all three reasons together:
teacher input, District needs, and mandates.

Principal #61

in her ending comments, not for this question, mentioned the
importance of teacher, building, and District needs.

For

three districts (#23, #67, and #87), all with active principals, the Assistant Superintendent decided the staff development program.
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The emphasis should be on teacher needs, building needs,
District needs, and mandates.

Most of the principals were

concerned with their building level program.

They felt that

the building level staff development program was more important even if they were following District plans through their
building activities.
Due to the principals' interest at the building level,
the next section will relate the beliefs of the principals
and their actions within their buildings in relation to staff
development activities.
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Before continuing with the buildings' staff development
programs and the principals' role in staff development, the
interviewees' definition of staff development and why staff
development is important will be reviewed.

This arrangement

in the dissertation is due to the principals having more awareness of their staffs and more control of the schools' environments.

Therefore, the principals' thoughts on what staff de-

velopment means and why staff development is important should
have a bearing on how the staff development programs operate
within the school buildings.
For four principals (#7, #11, #79, and #100), the building level planning stage was minor due to the policy of their
districts.

However, when reviewing the staff development

activities that took place within each building, each principal did support the staff development program at the building
level by supplying articles, getting the necessary resources,
having meetings for sharing, encouraging behavior through
words or notes, or getting teachers to attend workshopsconferences.
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II.

What Does Staff Development Signify to You?
Number of

Staff Size
<:21 (31

>30

Experience

M

F

4

1

3

2

0

3

1

0

0

1

3

2

2

3

0

1

0

2

0

2

4

4

5

3

0

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

3

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

3

9

7

4

1

2

4

5

0

1

3

1

2

2

0

2

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Work Life:
Common goals
Quality climate

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

5

4

1

1

1

2

2

1

0

Activities:
Strategies provided by employer
Development
Inservice form

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

1

3

1

0

3

1

0

0

0

Training and
Improvement:
Training the
staff
Updating
curriculum
Working with
strengths and
weaknesses
Improvement of
instruction
Professional
growth
Personal growth

<4 <6 (10 (16 ) 15

Child Benefits:
Improve
Improve student
achievement
Serves the needs
of the children
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II.

What does staff development signify to you?

The overall response to the meaning of staff development
was in the training and improvement area.

The majority of

principals did not mention personal growth but tended to emphasize the professional growth aspect.

Both in Dillon-

Peterson' s and Rogus and Shaw's definitions of staff development personal growth is considered as important as professional growth.

The principals seem more concerned with how

well the teachers improve instruction than with the personal
growth aspect of staff development since personal growth was
not addressed.

If teachers are to work toward nurturing well-

rounded children, the staff development activities of a building or district should nurture well-rounded educators.

The

personal growth aspect of staff development is not a sideline
activity but should be kept in mind while developing staff development activities.

Although sixteen principals did not

mention personal growth as part of the staff development program, there are principals through their actions who try and
make teachers more satisfied with themselves and their jobs.
Eleven principals indirectly mentioned personal growth by explaining how they encourage their staff by oral and written
comments.
It was a bit disheartening to find only three of the
principals (#7, #35, and #114) even consider the benefits a
child would receive from the teacher being involved in a staff
development program.

Betty Dillon-Peterson and Rogus and Shaw

not only stress personal and professional growth but also
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stress that the outcome of the staff development program
should be a child's improved academic achievement.

Barth em-

phasizes this point even more by stating that nothing has more
impact on skill development, self-confidence, and classroom
behavior than the personal and professional growth of teachers.
The ultimate aim of any staff development program is effective
learning for children.

Even as principals #4, #25, #43, and

#89 talked about their visits to the classrooms to be around
the children, they did not mention child benefits as part of
an effective staff development program.

It was surprising

that most of the principals did not think about the students
within their buildings at all.

The Illinois Reform Package of

1985 has put more emphasis on learning by mandated testing in
achievement areas of math, reading, and language arts so far.
With good staff development activities, the teachers should
be improving instruction so the students will demonstrate better learning.

The principal is the individual within the

building to foster the good staff development activities to
meet this outcome of child benefits.
There were five principals who mentioned training and inservice as the meaning of staff development.

The response of

strengths and weaknesses received the second highest number of
comments.

Both of these responses could imply a more negative

connotation of staff development:
that need to be corrected.

teachers have weaknesses

From the two aforementioned defini-

tions and research by Lawrence and McEnvoy, staff development
is not just a remedy to improve a weakness.

This Theory X
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attitude of improving a weakness is part of the history of
staff development.

It seems that this attitude may still have

a foothold in today's staff development programs.

For example,

three interviewed principals with high interest in staff development use evaluation as part of their staff development
activities.

Fortunately staff development in recent years has

been seen as a more positive avenue for growth.

Even though

professional growth does take in strengths and weaknesses,
professional growth does not imply that both have to exist.
Professional growth can build up strengths and improve teaching strategies that are already developed.

The evaluation

process, however, does imply that strengths and weaknesses
do exist.

Duke and Barth have both stated how evaluation has

a limited influence on staff development.

The principal may

use evaluation to stress the weaknesses of a teacher, and then
the teacher may not risk trying a new behavior.

The responsi-

bility for change in the teacher's behavior is now a part of
the principal's role and not expected to be a part of the
teacher's role.
Dillon-Peterson's staff development definition also included "a respectful, supportive, positive, organizational
climate."

Ragus and Shaw's definition discussed a supportive

climate as well.

Only six principals mentioned this attribute

about staff development.

It is interesting to note that the

responses for this attribute of the definition were mostly
given by female principals.

Wood and Thompson's RPTIM model

is based on the concept of the school climate influencing the
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success of the educators' development.

Hall stated that the

principal and school behavior as an organization are strongly
linked.

The principal is the individual who sets the tone

for the building.

With a supportive climate, teachers are

more willing to try new behavior.

All the principals inter-

viewed felt they supported the staff development program.

But

as mentioned earlier, only six felt strongly enough about the
supportive climate to give this attribute as one of their responses.

Involvement, open communication, and being an equal

partner were three methods used by the six principals to develop a good climate.
Staff development has not become fully entrenched in the
educational system as yet.

Only five principals (#25, #43,

#61, #79, and #100) mentioned that a staff development program
is an ongoing program.

A staff development program should be

an ongoing year-long list of planned and nonplanned activities
with interactions with the principal.

Principal #1 gave the

impression that setting Thursday afternoons aside for staff
development activities was all that was needed for an effective
staff development program.

Emphasizing inservices is another

clue that not all the principals understand the concepts of
staff development.
Although the principals are knowledgeable about parts of
what makes up an effective staff development program, they must
not be engaging in the four areas mentioned in the definitions
due to the lack of appropriate responses.
pal (#35) mentioned three areas:

One female princi-

professional growth, child
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benefits, and climate.
tioned two areas:

Three other female principals men-

professional growth and climate.

More

education must be given to the principals if they are to
understand what staff development encompasses and from their
understanding apply good staff development strategies.
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III.

Why is a Staff Development Program Used Within
Your District?
Number of

Training and
Improvement:
Improvement of
instruction
Curriculum
update
Maintain program
Needs of teacher
Needs of District
Child Benefits:
Improved achievement and better
education
Work Life:
Climate
Value in
learning
Coordinates
direction
Activities:
Learn without
degree
Required
Not sure if have
a staff development program
within district

Staff Size
<21 (31

>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16

> 15

M

F

7

4

4

6

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

1

2
0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

5

5

1

3

3

2

0

2

1

0

4
3

0

0

1

1

1

2
0

0

2

1

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

2

4

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

3

1

3

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
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III.

Why is a staff development program used within
your district?

The comments made concerning why a staff development
program is used within the principals' districts relates to
their definition responses.

Training and improvement for both

questions had the highest number of responses.

Child benefits

and climate were also related due to the same pattern of responses as compared to the training and improvement area.
The teacher is still the main focus of the principals'
districts as indicated by the interviewed principals.

Im-

provement of instruction and the needs of the teacher are twofourths of the staff development definitions mentioned earlier.
Still being slighted as expressed purposes are child benefits
and climate.

It is interesting to note that Principal #35

again mentioned the same three attributes of the definition.
However, not all of the principals gave responses that connected with their staff development definition.

There were

six principals who gave different responses for the two questions.

Principal #1 mentioned more control factor responses

for his definition of staff development such as training,
strengths and weaknesses, provided by employer.

When he re-

sponded to why staff development was used within his district,
improvement of instruction and needs of the teachers were his
answers.

The responses of Principal #15 were similar in that

inservice was mentioned for his definition while improvement
of instruction and needed for growth were mentioned for why a
staff development program was used.

Principal #23 stated that
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professional growth was her definition of staff development.
When asked why her district used staff development she stated
it was required, and the District had requested needs that had
to be met.

The other three principals had similar responses

to Principal #23.
The researcher was looking for the responses to the two
questions to couple number-wise and connect by individual
principal as well.

There were only nine principels, almost

half of the principals, who gave consistent responses.

The

researcher believes that principals are being pushed into a
more active staff development role by the Reform Package and
their Districts'

philo~ophies.

Many of the principals, even

with high interest levels, are learning about staff development while they are actively involved in the process.
principals are learning by doing.

The

However, more formalized

lessons need to be given so that the principals understand the
philosophy and components of an effective staff development
program.
An example of the confusion that may exist was expressed
by Principal #4.

He stated that he was not sure his district

had a staff development program.

Yet he answered questions as

to where and when his District's staff development committee
met, who was in charge of the program, who was involved in the
planning, and how they accomplished the planning of the program.
Mandated issues were mentioned by four principals whose
responses stressed that the staff development activities were
required.

The Senate Bill 730 Reform Package stipulates that
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all districts are to have a staff development program, yet
only four principals deemed this response important enough to
be mentioned.

Whether the District would have a staff devel-

opment program or not, administration must be aware of legislation that affects the policy of the District.

The responses,

therefore, tend to indicate that District policy alone is not
a major factor in developing staff development.

Since all the

Districts have a staff development program, the process must
be deemed beneficial.
development process.

The principals are involved in the staff
As stated earlier some principals are

more active than others yet they all believe in the merits of
their staff development program.
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The background information relating to the principals'
building staff development programs follows.

The same ques-

tions used for the district level were asked concerning who
planned at the building level, where and when did they meet,
and if there was a budget for the building.
After this question, the principals' participation at
the building level is discussed.
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IV.

1.

Information Concerning the Buildings' Staff
Development Programs

Who plans the staff development program in your building?
Number of
M
F

Principal:
By self
With a group
of teachers
Teachers:
Reading
consultant
Meetings
Extension of
District:

2.

Staff Size
<21 (31

>30

Experience
(4 <6 <10 <16 ) 15

2

3

3

2

0

1

1

1

0

2

6

2

3

5

0

2

3

0

2

1

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

7

5

4

0

2

1

5

0

1

1

3

3

0

1

0

1

2

0

1

Where and when do you plan for staff development at the
building level?
Number of
M
F

How Often:
Set times
Monthly
When needed
Almost weekly
When:
During lunch
Before-after
school
Faculty meetings
Informal
Released time
During
observation

Experience

Staff Size
(21 (31

>30

(4 (6 <10 <16

>15

3

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

4

3

3

0

1.L

1

4

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

4
0
2

1

2

3

0

2

0

3

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0
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rv.

Continued
Number of

Where:
Building
Away from
building

3.

Staff Size
(21 (31

>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16 >15

M

F

3

3

4

1

1

2

1

2

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

Do you have a separate staff development budget for your
building?
Number of

Staff Size

> 30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16 15

>

M

F

Yes

3

6

5

3

1

2

2

5

0

0

No

7

4

6

5

0

3

2

1

2

3

<21 <31
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IV.

1.
2.
3.

Information concerning the buildings' staff
development programs
Who plans the staff development program in
your building?
Where and when do you plan for staff development at the building level?
Do you have a separate staff development program
for your building?

Research by Duke, Lawrence, and the National Staff Development Council states that the planning stage of the staff
development process is important to the success of the program.

All seven staff development models mentioned earlier

include planning as part of their models.

Trent and Rogus and

Shaw emphasize in their research how important it is for
teachers to be involved in the planning.

All but one princi-

pal interviewed mentioned involvement of teachers in some capacity for the planning of staff development activities within
their buildings.
Compared to the District level planning of staff development activities, teachers continue to be involved in the planning.

However, with further analysis of the principals' re-

sponses, teacher participation in the decision-making process
of staff development at the building level is less employed
than at the District level.

The building level is where the

planning generates the activities most in step with the
teachers' needs according to Wood and Thompson's RPTIM model,
Hall's SDSI model, and the research of Fielding and Schalock,
Barth, Lawrence, and McDonnell.

Yet five principals (#1, #7,

#11, #79, and #100) stated their building programs were
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primarily an extension of their Districts' staff development
programs.

Within these five buildings the Districts' goals

and planned staff development activities defined the overall
staff development programs within the buildings.

Principals

#7, #11, #79, and #100 did some minimal planning to augment
their Districts' programs.

Therefore, building planning for

staff development was very minimal.

Four other principals

(#43, #52, #87, and #89) plus Principal #1 mentioned that they
could decide the staff development activities of their building without teacher input.

Principal #43 was the only princi-

pal who did not mention any other method for planning staff
development activities beside his own decisions.

Faculty

meetings, teachers volunteering ideas, and sharing from workshops were the other means of planning mentioned by the above
principals.
Principal #1 said little planning was done at his building due to the District's overall staff development program.
He was not involved in the building process to a great extent.
His involvement included his own decisions or an occasional
meeting with a group of two to three teachers.

Of all the

principals, he alone mentioned workshops and conferences as
the only strategy he employed within his building.

Yet he em-

phasized how interested he was in the staff development
process.

He also informed the researcher of his upcoming re-

tirement at the end of the year.

This information made the

researcher question his interest level and his commitment
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to the staff development process within his building at this
point in his career.

Principals #7, #11, #79, and #100 also

did not involve teachers to a great extent in planning staff
development.

One principal used a reading consultant.

Two

principals had faculty meetings where planning might occur.
Principal #79 used the Best Team members from the District
planning so there was no separate building planning necessary.
Of all the principals mentioned above, besides Principal #1,
Principal #87 was the only principal who only mentioned using
two strategies within her building:

workshops-conferences

and modeling.
Planning does not have to be diversified in methods
used, but as mentioned earlier, the experts state that planning must have teacher input in order to establish an effective staff development program.

Eight principals relied on

informal communications with their staffs.

Nine principals

used meetings for their planning sessions.

The meetings

could be faculty, grade level, or for the whole staff.
The planning that seemed to be occurring was collegial
in nature.

Rodriquez and Johnstone's staff development model

is based on collegial support.

The principals in their plan-

ning sessions did not use this model.

Consensus-taking is a

major part of the model.

Principal #61 was the only princi-

pal to mention consensus.

Not one principal used an outside

facilitator for planning.

Rodriquez and Johnstone prefer re-

leased time away from staff meetings.
and #35 mentioned released time.

Only Principals #23

Principals #67 and #79
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stated in their responses that the location of the meetings
could take place at a restaurant or home.

Yet Principal #79

had also stated that building planning was unnecessary due to
her building program being an extension of her District's
staff development program.

She felt her Best Team members for

the District could plan for the building also.
Even though the emphasis seems to be on collegial planning, the principals are not using the Collegial Support
Model.

The majority of principals seems to be aware of

teachers being involved in the staff development planning and
staff development program so they mention teacher input and
teacher discussion.

However, the researcher has the impres-

sion that teacher involvement still needs to be improved in
order for true staff development programs to be in place
within the principals' buildings.
Overall, none of the principals' building staff development programs seem to take their impetus from any of the staff
development models mentioned earlier.

The principals seemed

to be picking and choosing the parts of the staff development
models that they felt comfortable with or had an understanding
of.
Goals and objectives are a necessary part of the staff
development models, and yet not one principal mentioned goals
and objectives when describing his/her building staff development program.

Long-range goals were not stressed by the

majority of the principals.

Principal #79 did display out-

comes of each staff development endeavor on the walls outside
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of her office.

These outcomes, however as mentioned before,

were for District planned staff development activities that
took place within her building.
The principals had more numerous and specific times for
when their planning took place compared to the Districts'
planning schedules.

The majority of principals said that they

were able to develop a staff development program for their
building.

Times for planning could be more easily arranged

with only one staff to consider and just the building's business to be concerned about.

Rodriquez and Johnstone's Colle-

gial Support Model and Bishop's staff development model
specifically mention that staff development planning should
not take place during faculty meetings.

Faculty meetings can

be business-oriented and not give staff development discussions and the decision-making process enough time for a
thoughtful and thorough staff development program to be developed.

Philosophies, mission statements, goals and objec-

tives, and planned activities take time to develop.

Within a

faculty meeting, the appropriate amount of time needed is
scarce.

For the four principals who used faculty meetings or

the two principals who used grade-level meetings, the principals' message as to the importance of teacher input can be one
of collegial concern only if the input does not take up too
much time.
Planning cannot be spontaneous if four-to-five year
plans are to be generated.

The researcher found one building

with a three-to-five year plan in reading and three buildings
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that set goals but did not have a time frame for implementation.

Six principals had District plans that varied from one

year to a six-year rotation in curriculum.

So even if the

principal had multiple strategies within his/her building,
forward vision was not predominant.

The principals' buildings

were focusing on reading, math, discipline, cooperative learning, and staff morale.

These topics were not studied singu-

larly but in groups.
It is interesting to note that the Districts of the
principals interviewed were divided almost equally when the
budget was discussed.

Whether a school building had an in-

dividual budget or not, the buildings still generated staff
development activities.

By compiling the staff development

activities between the two types of budgets, there was no
strong pattern as to the importance of a strong support base.
However, the principals with the separate budgets did use
more strategies in their staff development programs.

Yet

there were principals within the 'no separate budget' category
that also mentioned four or more strategies that were being
used.

The 'no separate budget' principal list did have a

principal with one 'strategy (workshop-conference) and four
principals with three strategies which could have included
workshop-conference, evaluation, articles, training, released
time, or meetings.

Principals with more variety in their

staff development activities also included modeling, observing, speakers, peer coaching, and needs assessment.
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Principal #43 who did not use teacher input to plan
staff development activities is a very active principal within
his building.

He was one of the few principals who mentioned

visiting the classrooms as part of his staff development role.
He mentioned in the course of the interview six other staff
development strategies used within his building:

workshop-

conference, modeling, meetings for discussion - not planning,
lessons given, articles, and inservice.

Principal #43 seemed

very aware of his staff's needs and abilities.

He did mention

that without his participation there would be no staff development program within his building.

The researcher was im-

pressed with the staff development program within his building.
Yet, teacher input would make the program even stronger.

An

attitude of Theory X toward his staff seemed to develop as
the interview continued.

Possibly the principal is very good

in public relations and does need to get teacher input so his
program could be even more effective.
The staff development program found within each school
had a direct link to the principal's participation level.

Edd

states that the principal is the most important and influential individual of the school.
model concurs.

Wood and Thompson's RPTIM

The model is based on the belief that the

principal is the key element for adoption and continued use
of new practices.

Sergiovanni and Starratt's staff develop-

ment model emphasizes that the administration supplies the
rich environment of a good staff development program with
teaching materials, media, books, and devices.
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With a District budget item or separate school budget
item, the majority of principals found a way to be effective.
The principals showed their concern, knowledge of staff development, and interest in staff development through their
participation in the staff development program and the
strategies they used.
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v.

Describe Your Participation Level in the Building's
Staff Development Program.
Number of
M
F

Participation
with Teacher:
Working with
Follow-up
Cheerleader
Blocker
Participator
Facilitator
Listener
Equal partner
Get Materials:
Degree of
Involvement:
Very
Without involvement - no staff
development
Committee member
Principal's Role:
Being aware
Leader of
Evaluator
Initiator
Paperwork
Model behavior

Staff Size
\ 21 (31 ) 30

Experience
(4 (6 (10

<16) 15

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

3

2

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

4

3

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

4

3

5

2

0

1

1

3

0

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

3

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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v.

Continued
Number of

Staff Size
(21 (31 30

>

<4

Experience
(6 (10 (16 > 15

M

F

Advise

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Give inservice

2

2

2

2

0

1

0

1

1

1

Coordinates

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Guides

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Chooses committee
members

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Principal's
Role:
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V.

Describe your participation level in the building's
staff development program.
The question relating to the description of participa-

tion by the principals in staff development programs was openended.

The principals answered in four overall categories:

participation with teachers, getting materials, how involved
they were in the activities, and what they perceived their
role to be in the staff development program of the building.
A variety of answers was received.
Participation with teachers begins with providing for
teacher input and decision-making while planning a staff development program.
earlier.

This level of participation was discussed

Teacher input should not occur only during the plan-

ning stage of staff development.

McEnvoy and Vacca and Vacca

state that for a staff development program to be successful,
the role of the principal should be one of interaction with
his/her staff.

Listening to teachers' opinions will help the

principal's level of participation be more in tune with the
needs of the staff.

Principals #25 and #52 specifically

mentioned listening to teachers.

Principal #52 was one of

the principals who planned staff development activities by
herself.

By mentioning how she listened to her staff, Prin-

cipal #52 related how she took into consideration the staff's
opinions when planning staff development activities.

Princi-

pal #43, who also planned his own building staff development
program, and Principals #38 and #67 never mentioned any participation strategies that relate to having staff input.
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More of the principals did listen to their staffs as deemed by
their comments concerning the workings of the school and the
staff development activities mentioned as responses to other
questions.

The researcher believes that this strategy shows

how the principal relates to his/her staff.

In most of the

buildings, the principals seem to be able to work with their
staffs due to the staff development activities mentioned by
these principals.
Another avenue of interaction includes encouragement.
The staff development models of Bishop and Sergiovanni and
Starratt, comments made on the role of the principal by Edd
and McEnvoy, and Champagne's components on a successful staff
development program all relate to how important it is for the
principals to encourage their staff.

McEnvoy specifically

states that principals need to recognize the achievement of
their teachers.

With this recognition, teachers will continue

to learn, be willing to try new behavior, and incorporate the
changed behavior into their teaching methods and strategies.
This recognition is also an important component of how adults
learn according to Wood and Thompson.

Of the principals who

were interviewed, only three (#11, #23, and #87) mentioned encouraging their staffs as part of their participation.

The

researcher was concerned with the low number of responses for
this question.

When combined with another question, the prin-

cipals seem to have a grasp as to the importance of encouragement and personal contact.

Twelve other principals did men-

tion giving encouragement in their responses to how they show
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support for the staff development programs within their buildings.

Encouragement would be in the form of thank-you notes,

informal written comments, and oral comments made to individual staff members or to staffs concerning individual staff
members.

Principal #1 stated that he would congratulate a

teacher in the faculty room for having tried a new behavior.
In this way other teachers would hear the comment.

The prin-

cipal used this strategy to pressure other teachers to try
the new behavior.

The researcher thinks that Principal #1 is

not comfortable enough with his staff to make the comment
publicly, or the staff of Principal #1 does not get along with
each other and could not handle compliments given to other
members of the staff.

The climate of this building cannot be

conducive to an effective staff development program.
In Rodriquez and Johnstone's Collegial Support Model,
the impression is given that principals and teachers are on
equal footing due to the principal's role in this model being
nonexistent.

Principals #35 and #61 both mentioned their par-

ticipation level as being one of an equal partner.

Both prin-

cipals use staff development strategies that indicate interaction between themselves and their staffs:

scheduled meet-

ings, encouragement to try new ideas, participate in staff
development activities, and substitute for teachers.

The re-

sponse of equal partnership from only two principals further
strengthens the observation of the researcher for believing
that the principals are more authoritarian than expected and
that collegial planning is not a method used throughout the
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school buildings of the principals interviewed.

This observa-

tion is further strengthened by only four other principals
mentioning their participation in staff development activities
within their buildings for this participation question.

Two

other principals did mention participation when asked about
their support of their buildings' staff development programs.
Participation in staff development activities by the principal
is a key component to an effective staff development program
according to McDonnell and Wood and Thompson.

Fielding and

Schalock express the point that teachers have a more positive
attitude (toward staff development) if the principal also participates.

The research done by Duke indicates that there are

instructional benefits when the principal is active within
staff development activities.
Obviously the ideal staff development program is difficult to obtain.

The researcher believes that more than half

of the staff development programs mentioned in the interviews
could improve if the principals were more aware of what staff
development entails, the key components of an effective staff
development program, and their role in the staff development
process.
Getting materials was the response to the participation
level question that linked the most between the number of
principals' responses and the research.

Sergiovanni and

Starratt's staff development model and Barth and McEnvoy's
interpretations of the role of the principal in a successful
staff development program stressed this action of getting
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materials.

Barth states that a principal can help foster

growth by rearranging the conditions and structure under which
teachers work.

Barth's conditions could include materials,

money, released time, and workshops-conferences.

Eleven prin-

cipals in total gave getting materials as an explanation to
their participation.

Four of the principals did not respond

with this answer until the support question was asked.

This

action of getting materials, as deemed by the researcher, is
the easiest for the principals to participate in.

Since the

principal administers the school partly through a budget, getting supplies, books, and kits would be part of his/her regular role.

No new behavior needs to occur for the supplies to

be ordered.

However, the principal must be aware of specific

requests in order to fulfill this commitment of getting
materials.

For example, if the building is developing a more

literature-based approach to reading, the principal must be
able to supply appropriate novels in quantity and quality to
the teachers.

Using Math Their Way as the building's math

curriculum necessitates the purchase of math manipulatives,
such as unifix cubes, geoboards, and pattern blocks.
The principal has many facets of staff development to
consider when participating in a staff development program.
Besides participating in staff development activities and getting the necessary materials, the principal also has a defined
role that will benefit the staff development program and make
the program more effective.

Four segments of the principal's

role were mentioned by the principals in relation to this
participation question.
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One segment of the principal's role in staff development
is to be an observer.

Through observation the principal can

see new behavior being tried, strategies in the classroom that
are successful or not successful, and have a better understanding of the day-to-day teaching that takes place within his/her
building.

Observation is deemed an important stage in the

staff development models of Wood and Thompson, Hall, Ragus,
and Worth and Worth.

Not one principal mentioned observation

as part of his/her participation.

However, for the following

questions on follow-up, feedback, and support, observation
was mentioned by twelve principals.

More will be mentioned

on observation when it is analyzed with the following questions.
Another segment in the role of the principals in an effective staff development program is one of modeling.

Model-

ing is considered a key component to an effective staff development program by Champagne, Ragus, Bishop, Courtier and Ward,
and Thompson and Cooley.

Even Worth and Worth's staff develop-

ment model mentions how the principal should model the new
behavior in order for the teachers to get a better understanding of new information or strategies.

The principal modeling

relates well with Fielding and Schalock stating that the
teachers will have a more positive attitude if the principal
participates.

The principal must relay his/her interest in

the expected changed behavior.

One way to accomplish this

interest is to perform the new behavior.

By performing the

new behavior a better understanding of what is expected will
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also occur.

If problems arise in attempting the new behavior,

the principal will have a better chance of explaining to his/
her teachers solutions because of his/her actual involvement
with the behavior.
#87.

Modeling was mentioned by only Principal

She stressed that modeling new behavior showed her staff

that being a continual learner can be beneficial.

The re-

searcher questions how principals discuss new behavior strategies with their staffs if they have not tried the new behavior
themselves.

The old adage, 'Do as I say, not as I do' should

not be used by the principals if they want their teachers to
change.
For nine principals their role did not seem to be one
of equal partner, sharing, or interaction.
tion level seems to be one of control.
pals were male.

Their participa-

Seven of these princi-

The responses given that indicate control

were "leader of", "evaluation", "initiator", "coordinates",
and "chooses committee members."

Four of the seven male prin-

cipals did not have a large variety of staff development
activities available within their buildings.

Their available

activities were the lowest number for the principals interviewed.

These principals used only three or four of the fol-

lowing activities:

workshop-conference, observation, released

time, speakers, evaluation, articles, or training.

The two

female principals and the three other male principals had the
higher number of activities used among the principals interviewed.

The activities also included meetings and inservice.

The more activities available in staff development programs,
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the better chance of reaching all staff members' professional
and personal needs.
In reviewing the test scores on the Illinois mandated
tests, the students are achieving within the schools of the
interviewed principals.

However, the scores of the students

could be higher for a number of buildings if the principals
and their buildings' staff development programs utilized more
of the components and activities of staff development.
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VI. What Activities Do You Employ for Follow-up and
Feedback in Your Building's Staff Development Program?
Number of
M
F
Related to
Evaluation:
Pre-conference
Evaluation
Facilitates:
Meetings
Substitute for
teacher
Peer coaching
Teachers choose
ideas
Send teachers to
workshops, etc.
Needs assessment
Activities:
Visiting
classrooms
Demonstrates
Avenues of
communication
Observation

Staff Size
(21 <::31)30

Experience
<4 (6 (10 (16 ) 15

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

3

2

3

2

0

2

0

3

0

0

4

6

5

4

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

1

2

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

3

1

2

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

3

7
3

6

3

1

2

2

3

1

2

4

4

0

4

1

2

0

1

5
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VI. What activities do you employ for follow-up and
feedback in your building's staff development program?
McDonnell and Wood, Thompson, and Russell state that
principals will make the difference in perpetuating a good
staff development program if they assist in the follow-up
stage of the program.

The three staff development models of

Bishop, Hall, and Rogus mention the importance of the followup and feedback components within the staff development process.

Prinicpals can use a variety of follow-up and feedback

activities.

However, the responses of the interviewed prin-

cipals indicate a low percentage of use except for four
strategies:

evaluation, observation, communication, and

meetings.
It is interesting to note that only one principal (#7)
mentioned evaluation as part of his role in staff development
while five principals did stress using evaluation as part of
their follow-up and feedback activities.
not one of these five principals.

Principal #7 was

The principals mention how

evaluation was used to observe how the staff incorporated
changed behavior or environment into their daily routine.
According to Barth, evaluation is not considered a good
component for a successful staff development program.

If

teachers know they will be evaluated on new behavior, the
teachers could be tentative or afraid to try the new behavior
and risk getting a lower performance rating.

By using evalua-

tion, the principals are defining the climate for change.

The
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researcher questions how a staff can grow professionally if
risk-taking is not permitted due to the evaluation process.
Risk-taking and giving teachers time to implement new
behavior into the classroom routine are two elements in a
building's climate that a principal must foster.

Lawrence

states that principals must allow teachers to have time to
try new behaviors before being judged by the principals.

Wood

and Thompson's RPTIM model concurs by stating that improvement
in education practice taken considerable time and long-term
progress.

By gearing the evaluation process into feedback

activities, the principals are not developing a trusting environment, nor are the principals allowing time for the new
behavior to emerge.

The principals must be patient in their

role of change agent.

Three principals (#35, #43, and #104)

did stress the importance of giving teachers time to experiment and adjust to the new behavior.

Having only three prin-

cipals mention the time needed for change further indicates
that the buildings' climates may not be as conducive to professional growth as the interviewed principals have tried to
relay.

Principals #43 and #104 are principals who mentioned

more "control" strategies, yet they both stress the need for
a period of adjustment.
As mentioned in the analysis of the participation question, the response of observation was more prevalent with this
question of follow-up and feedback than in the participation
question.

Obviously, the principals who did respond with this

answer of observation feel that through their observation they
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are able to determine the progress of the wanted change in behavior.

Only Principals #15 and #114 connected observation

directly with the evaluation process.

The other principals

did express their concern for change to occur.

By observing

teacher actions within the classroom, the principals felt they
were able to determine how the change was progressing.

Prin-

cipal #1 was the only principal who used observation as his
major staff development strategy.

He also only mentioned one

staff development activity in which his teachers were involved.

That activity was workshop-conference.

Principal #4

mentioned workshop-conference and released time as his strategies, yet his follow-up and feedback strategies included handouts, demonstrating, giving workshops, and encouragement.

The

other principals who mentioned observation also seemed to use
the information they received from their observation to foster
a variety of staff development activities to help in their
teachers' professional growth.

The activities included work-

shop-conference, released time, articles, modeling, peer
coaching, needs assessment, and speakers.

The researcher is

concerned about the principals who did not mention observation
as part of their participation or follow-up and feedback activities.

Again, the principals may consider observation a

given, but this activity should be an ongoing exercise on the
part of the principals and, therefore, be mentioned by the
principals.

A principal needs to be aware of what is happening

in the classroom if he/she is to be an
and help foster change.

11

instructional leader"
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Feedback by communication was used by half of the principals interviewed.

Communication by informal notes, memos,

and discussion were the methods mentioned.

Informal notes

seemed to be the most widely used form of communication.

For

an adult to learn and then change behavior, feedback is essential.

Sprinthall and Theis-Sprinthall stated that an as-

sessment of growth is needed to help foster adult learning.
Wood and Thompson stressed that adults need recognition to
learn and need accurate feedback as a result of their effort.
One of the easiest methods to accomplish feedback is through
communication.

Communication is a personal type of strategy

and should depict the level of interaction between the principal and his/her staff.

Even with communication receiving one

of the highest number of responses, not all principals view
personal communication as a tool to foster change.

Therefore,

with only ten responses of communication, the researcher again
questions how well the principals are helping the professional
and personal growths of their staffs and, ultimately, the
achievement levels of their students.
The scheduling of meetings for the staff to share ideas,
concerns, and information from workshops-conferences was considered by half of the principals to be a good technique to
get feedback to the entire staff.

Whereas, the planning for

staff development activities did not occur regularly through
meetings, half the principals seem to use the meeting format
for receiving information from the staff after a staff development activity had occurred.

This approach to feedback
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could be short-sighted due to the staff development activity
taking place after the fact.

There may not be clear-cut plans

of operation to obtain goals or objectives if discussion takes
place after the workshop or conference was attended.

Teachers

may not be concerned about another teacher's workshopconference activity.

The principal, therefore, must be the

individual responsible for guiding the development of the
topics to be studied.

After a topic is developed into goals

and objectives by the staff and principal, a meeting can be
used to share new ideas, strategies, and techniques learned
at a workshop-conference.

Of the ten principals who men-

tioned the use of meetings, there were only four (#15, #52,
#61, and #87) who used the whole staff for planning the buildings' staff development programs.

If only four principals

used their whole staff for planning, the researcher questions
how the other principals can guarantee that workshop-conference
visits will be of interest to all their staff members.
Overall, the follow-up and feedback strategies employed
by the interviewed principals seem traditional.

The staff de-

velopment strategies of evaluation, observation, communication, and meetings are not new.

Visiting classrooms, demon-

strating, substituting for teachers, fostering peer coaching,
and supplying articles are staff development strategies developed to enhance the Illinois Reform Movement of 1985.

Very

few principals are incorporating these strategies into their
staff development repertoire. Acceptance of more "instructional
leadership" strategies has not been evident in the results of
this dissertation.
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VII.

How Do You Show Support for the Staff
Development Program?
Number of
M
F

Related to
Evaluation:
Facilitates:
Resources (books,
materials, money)
Consultant
Gets teachers
to workshops,
etc.
Activities:
Observation
Encouragement
given by
communication
Demonstrate
Substitute
Give handouts
Attend meetings
themselves

Staff Size
(21 (31>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16

>15

2

1

0

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

5

3

3

1

2

2

3

0

0

3

2

3

2

0

2

2

0

0

1

3

3

2

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

4

2

3

3

0

3

1

1

1

0

6

6

7

1

4

2

5

0

1

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

4

2

1

1

2

2

1

0

1

1

1

4
0
3
1

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

2

2

2

0

0

1

2

0

1
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VII.

How do you show support for the staff
development program?

The principals' support of a staff development program
is an essential component for their program to be successful.
Staff development models of Bishop, Ragus, Wood and Thompson,
and Sergiovanni and Starratt specifically state that the principal needs to give support in order for change to occur.

As

mentioned earlier, Courtier and Ward and Thompson and Cooley
maintain that a key characteristic of a successful staff development program is principal support.

The principal can

show support through encouragement, modeling, giving time for
changes to occur, conferencing, observation, released time,
recognition, and supplying materials.

Sergiovanni and

Starratt's staff development model explains the facilitator
role of the principal as one that supports change through encouragement, council, and removing obstacles.
Most of the principals interviewed showed their support
for the staff development program within their building
through a variety of three or more strategies.
gave only one response to this question:
teacher's way.

Principal #87

get out of the

This response is not an overt sign of encour-

agement or support.

However, she stated that by getting out

of her teachers' way, the teachers felt encouraged to try new
behavior.

Principals #1, #7, #67, #100, and #110 only men-

tioned two methods in which they supported staff development
within their buildings.

Encouraging, released time, speakers,
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attending meetings, having staff development on the faculty
agenda, and observing were the support strategies mentioned
by the five principals.
Encouragement through communication was the most often
used strategy for support.

The manner in which the communi-

cation was given did differ.
thank-you notes.

Principals #11 and #89 wrote

Principal #43 was open to his staff trying

new behaviors and told them so.
newsletters to the community.

Principals #25 and #104 wrote
Principals #11 and #61 men-

tioned specially their discussions with the staff on a regular,
informal basis.

Principal #67 stated that it was important

to be specific when giving encouragement.
Encouragement can easily be given by a verbal comment
or a short note.

The researcher was surprised that this

strategy of support was not mentioned by more principals.
Open communication between a principal and his/her staff sets
the climate within the school.

Successful staff development

cannot occur without a respectful, trusting climate.

The

principals who are not encouraging their staffs are not using
their potential to be an effective change agent.

All six

principals who are ·later mentioned as having numerous support
strategies include encouragement as one of those strategies.
McEnvoy and Sergiovanni and Starratt stress supplying
materials as an important support activity of the principal.
Seven principals did respond with supplying materials as a
strategy to show their support for the staff development program.

The responses of supplying materials included books,
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general supplies, and money.

The money could be used by the

staff to purchase needed components of their curriculum such
as Math Their Way manipulatives and to pay for workshops or
conferences.
Supplying materials is an easy activity if the principal has a budget for supplies needed to enhance the curriculum
of the school.

If the principal is not aware of the curricu-

lum or does not talk with his/her staff, then the needed
materials may not be provided.

Otherwise, common sense dic-

tates that teachers will need the necessary materials to enhance their teaching.

Principals mentioned staff development

topics of literature-based reading, Math Their Way, and cooperative learning.

Yet only seven principals responded with

supplying materials as an important support strategy.

The

rest of the principals must relate this activity to the functioning of the educational system and not to an important
component of developing an effective staff development program.
The third highest responses were given for observation,
released time, and substitution.
as a technique to show support.

Rogus mentions observation
Other staff development

models and experts discuss observation as an activity used
in follow-up and feedback.

Only two principals (#15 and #61)

responded with observation in both questions of follow-up/
feedback and support.

Principals #43 and #67 stated the im-

portance of being in the classroom everyday.
The researcher questions how principals can give encouragement if they have not observed the teachers.

The
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encouragement response was a popular response of the interviewed principals.

Yet the preceding step of how the princi-

pals determine what to encourage has been lacking.
Released time responses included sending teachers to
workshops, conferences, or learning through peer coaching and
small group meetings.

McEnvoy mentions informing teachers of

professional opportunities as a key component to an effective
staff development program.

Wood and Thompson also mention

released time as a method to show support for change.

Only

Principals #23 and #25 mentioned releasing the teachers from
their teaching responsibilities so that they may participate
in peer coaching.

The reasons for the released time are still

traditional in nature.

New strategies such as peer coaching

are not widely used.
Principal substituting for a teacher was a strategy used
by six interviewed principals to allow teachers to observe
other staff members, participate in peer coaching activities,
or to allow teachers to attend workshops-conferences when
money was not available to hire substitutes.

Principals who

structure their schedule to help foster teacher staff development by substituting show a strong commitment to the staff
development process.

Only one principal (#25) felt that there

was a conflict between his staff development role and his
management role.

He stated that the management of the build-

ing took time away from his "instructional leadership" role,
and yet he does not let his management role become an excuse
to not help his staff in their staff development activities.
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This strategy of principal substitution is the only support
strategy mentioned by a number of principals that seems to not
be traditional in nature.

The experts cited in Chapter II did

not discuss principal substitution as an activity in which a
principal could participate.
In order for principals to support their staff development programs, the researcher contends that numerous activities should be available.

The more the principal is involved

in support strategies, the more the teachers will regard
their change to new behavior as expected and approved.

The

changing to a new routine can also be made easier by more information being available on how to successfully implement
the new behavior.

A variety of presentations on new informa-

tion and teaching strategies to provoke new behavior is necessary for teachers to change.

According to Daresh, staff

development activities work best when the process takes into
account individual differences among the learners.

Barth

states that teachers differ in their ability to teach so the
attempts to help them grow professionally should also be different and varied.

Since adults learn through different

methods, a variety 'of staff development activities should be
provided within each building.
The total number of support strategies mentioned by the
interviewed principals does stress a variety of staff development activities.

Yet, as mentioned earlier, six principals

used only one or two strategies to support their staff development programs.

The strategies of support used by the
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principals are to help foster growth in the teachers.

The

researcher questions how committed the principals really are
to fostering change and how successful a staff development
program within the buildings can be if the principals only
support the program through a minimum of strategies knowing
that individuals need various methods to learn and, therefore,
change.

Possibly the principals are not aware of the tenets

of adult learning.

There were only six principals who men-

tioned five or more support strategies.

Of the six princi-

pals, Principals #25 and #61 mentioned seven ways in which
they fostered and supported their teachers' growth.

The

methods mentioned by the six principals included consultations,
materials, money, observation, evaluation, goal setting,
workshop-conference, substitution, get out of the teacher's
way, news releases to community, demonstration, encouragement,
and conferencing.
One response, that of evaluation, is not mentioned as a
support strategy by the staff development models nor experts
on the key characteristics of successful staff development
programs.

Principals #15 and #89 did mention the evaluation

process as a strategy to support staff development.

As al-

ready mentioned, teachers may not want to try a new behavior
due to worrying about a lower evaluation rating.

Wood and

Thompson state that adults will resist learning if they believe an attack on their competencies is taking place.

An

evaluation of a teacher is defined by the Illinois Reform
Package of 1985 as mentioning strengths and weaknesses of that
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teacher.

Therefore, change may not occur, and teachers may

not grow professionally or personally if evaluation is used
in the support process.

It is encouraging that eighteen of

the twenty interviewed principals did not stress evaluation
as a strategy of support in their staff development programs
since evaluation can be more of a deterrent than a support
strategy.
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VIII.

What are the Consequences of the Staff Development
Program Within Your Building?
Number of
M
F

Child Benefits:
Good test scores
Improved learning
Happy
Direct impact

>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16 )15

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

2

3

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

3

2

0

1

1

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

0

1

0

2

0

1

2

3

2

0

1

1

1

0

2

3

1

0

3

1

1

0

2

1

0

5

5

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

0

5

5

6

3

1

4

3

2

1

0

3

2

2

3

0

1

1

2

1

0

Program Activities:
Help focus and
2
have action
Same base
0
Get ideas,
speakers, and
materials
3
More workshops
3
and follow-up
Teacher Benefits:
Sharing increased
Attitude improved
Better instruction occurs
Better climate

Staff Size
(21 (31
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VIII.

What are the consequences of the staff development
program within your building?

As stated earlier, the principals' views of staff <levelopment are related more to the staff than to the student.
This perception is again substantiated by the low number of
responses concerning child benefits.

Only seven principals

mentioned how a child could benefit from their staff development program.

Not one of these seven principals mentioned

child benefits in their definition of staff development or in
their reason why staff development was used within their
district.
Only Principals #11 and #15 mentioned good test scores
as a consequence of their buildings' staff development programs.

With the publishing of mandated test scores in math,

reading, and language arts, the researcher thought that child
benefits and, in particular, test scores would be of major
concern to the principals.

Consequently, their staff develop-

ment programs would focus on improving the scores.

Since only

two principals mentioned test scores, improvement of test
scores does not seem to be of importance to the principals,
or the principals have not mentioned the scores because the
scores have not improved.

If the test scores have not im-

proved, one reason may be that the staff development program
of the building has not been effective.

The principals need

to focus more on the test scores in relation to the staff
development activities in which his/her teachers are participating.
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Two areas to receive ten responses each were teachers'
attitude (personal growth) and better instruction (professional growth).

It is interesting to note that more princi-

pals responded with teacher attitude (personal growth) to the
question than when asked about the definition of staff development or why staff development was used within their districts.

Only Principal #25 responded with personal growth

answers to all three questions.

Principal #61 stressed per-

sonal growth answers in her consequence and definition
questions.
The following responses delineate how nine of the ten
principals answered under the personal growth category.
Principals #61, #67, and #79 mentioned that teachers had more
satisfaction and pride due to participation in the buildings'
staff development programs.

Principals #23 and #25 stressed

that their teachers felt more professional and mature.
Teacher motivation was heightened through participation in
staff development activities according to Principals #4, #23,
#38, and #104.

Staff closeness was mentioned by Principals

#25 and #35.
There is no consistency of principals between answers
to the three questions of definition, why use, and consequences.

This inconsistency between answers could demonstrate

a lack of understanding of an effective staff development program and/or a lack of personal contact by the principals.
However, of the ten principals who mentioned personal growth,
eight of them had specifically mentioned interaction with
their staffs.
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Ten principals did mention better instruction (professional growth) occurring as a consequence of their staff development programs.

Four of these principals (#43, #52, #79,

and #100) had mentioned professional growth in their earlier
responses to the definition of staff development and why staff
development was used within their districts.

Professional

growth had been the most frequently mentioned response to
earlier questions of definition and use.

Even if there is

consistency concerning the rating of the response due to different principals responding with this answer, the staff development programs within the principals' buildings could be
strengthened to be more effective.

This strengthening of the

staff development programs could occur by using multiple activities and strategies in the staff development process.

The

principal would need to plan and devise with his/her staff
activities and strategies that would encompass the four components of staff development:

professional growth, personal

growth, child benefits, and climate of the building.
School climate was the fourth component in the staff
development definition.

Of the five principals who mentioned

a better climate as a consequence of their staff development
programs, three principals (#35, #38, and #79) had mentioned
school climate as part of what staff development signified to
them.
None of the principals mentioned all four components of
the staff development definition given by Dillon-Peterson and
Rogus and Shaw.

Four principals mentioned three components.
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Principals #61 and #104 responded to the professional growth,
personal growth, and child benefits components.

Principal

#79 responded to the professional growth, personal growth,
and climate components.

Principal #15 responded to the pro-

fessional growth, child benefits, and climate components.
Seven other principals mentioned only two components of the
staff development definition.

Therefore, nine principals only

mentioned one component of the staff development definition.
For a staff development program to be effective, activities
within the program must relate to all four components.

With

most of the principals only mentioning one or two components,
the staff development programs within their buildings cannot
be as productive as they think.
The longer experienced principals did not tend to focus
on child benefits or teacher benefits.

Their responses

stressed workshops, materials, ideas, focus, and action.

The

less experienced principals gave responses which included
child and teacher benefits.

Of the eleven principals who

mentioned more than one component of the staff development
definition as a consequence of their buildings' staff development programs, seven principals were under six years of experience within their buildings.

This difference between the

more and less experienced principals could in part be due to
the Senate Bill 730 Reform Package.

The reform package focuses

the principal's role as one of an instructional leader.

Being

an instructional leader, the principal should help foster better teaching.

Better teaching should foster higher test scores
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on the State mandated tests.

Less experienced principals may

be able to adjust their leadership style to reinforce their
role as an instructional leader.

The traditional role of the

principal is not ingrained within the less experienced principals and, therefore, these principals may be more influenced
by current strategies and philosophies.
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IX.

Is There a Conflict Between Your Staff Development Role
and Being a Building Manager?
Number of

No:
Part of job
Manager first
then leader
Teachers run staff
development - just
member
Not so far
Can't Separate:
Needs to set
priorities
Yes:
Not enough time
Management takes
time
Always paper
pushing
Competing
expectations
Taught to be
principal; not
to let teachers
decide

Staff Size
(21 <31) 30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16

>15

M

F

3

6

4

4

1

1

1

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

1

2

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

3

3

4

2

0

2

1

3

0

0

3

2

3

2

0

2

2

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0
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IX.

Is there a conflict between your staff development role
and being a building manager?
The question of conflict between the two roles of the

principals interviewed did not produce decisive results.
Overall, ten principals perceived no conflict and nine principals did perceive a conflict between their staff development
role and their building manager role.

Principal #4 stated

that the two roles could not be separated.

No strong emotions

were expressed by the principals during the interview process
for this question.
It is interesting to note that more female principals
responded with a no-conflict answer than male principals, and
conversely, more male principals responded with a yes-conflict
answer.

The researcher contends that in order to be success-

ful, female principals must participate more in building activities.

Staffs of predominantly female teachers expect more

interaction and participation from a female principal than a
male principal.

With more interviewed female principals re-

sponding with a no-conflict answer, they are relating that
their staff development role is expected and is part of their
perception of their job.
Concerning the female principals who responded with a
no-conflict answer, the researcher found three female principals (#23, #61, and #79) actively engaged in numerous followup/feedback and support strategies that included observation,
scheduled meetings, needs assessment, substituting, sending
to conferences, getting money, encouragement, getting
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consultants, getting materials, and communicating with the
community.

Only one male principal (#4) responded with nu-

merous follow-up/feedback and support strategies.

Of the

eleven principals placed in the no-conflict category, five
principals did not mention a variety of strategies used for
follow-up/feedback and support.
ferent strategies was mentioned.

An average of only four difIf the principal is not

actively engaged in the staff development process, then a noconflict response seems natural.
Principals #67 and #110 had stated that their teachers
ran the staff development program within their buildings so
they had no conflict between their staff development role and
manager role.

Principal #67 is a male principal who stated

that his follow-up/feedback strategy was to put into action
what his staff wanted.

He mentioned giving inservices, having

knowledge, giving encouragement, and being visible as strategies he used for participation and support.

With the small

number of strategies mentioned, the researcher can understand
why Principal #67 gave a no-conflict response.
is a female principal.

Principal #110

Her strategies used in her building's

staff development process were more numerous than Principal
#67's.

She scheduled meetings, wrote comments, sent teachers

to conferences, would substitute or get a substitute, communicate with the community, and would participate in staff development activities within her building.

She is an example

of a principal who is an important member of the staff development process due to the strategies she used to help the staff
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even when the staff does the planning and development of the
building's staff development program.
Of the nine principals who responded with an answer of
yes to the conflict question, three principals (#15, #43,
and #104) mentioned numerous follow-up/feedback and support
strategies they used in their buildings' staff development
programs.

All three principals are male.

Principals #15 and

#43 are principals who have, for other questions, stated that
without their interest and assertiveness there would not be a
staff development program within their buildings.

All three

principals added evaluation, goal setting, demonstration, and
acceptance of failure to the list mentioned by the actively
engaged principals of the no response.

Principals #15 and #43

also stated that to fulfill their commitments to both roles
successfully they had to set priorities.

Principal #43 went

on to state that management activities could be done before
and after school.
One principal felt there was a conflict between his
staff development role and manager role, and yet his staff development strategies mentioned for participation, follow-up/
feedback, and support were few in number.
stressed his role as a facilitator.
and encouraged his staff.

Principal #114

He observed, evaluated,

The other five principals who re-

sponded with a yes-conflict answer gave an average of five
different strategies used by themselves to foster the staff
development programs within their buildings.

Principal #87

mentioned the competing of expectations as to why she saw a
conflict between the two roles.
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Three of the four male principals who were actively participating in staff development strategies did respond with
yes to conflict between their staff development role and manager role.

All of the female principals who were actively par-

ticipating in staff development strategies stressed no conflict
between the roles.

Of these seven active principals, Princi-

pal #43 planned the staff development program by himself, Principal #79 had her District plan her building program, Principals #4 and #104 used a committee to plan their building programs, and Principals #15, #23, and #61 planned their buildings' staff development programs through the whole staff.
The yes response came from three principals who planned
by themselves, one principal whose District did the planning,
three principals who used committees from their buildings to
plan, and two principals who included their whole staffs in
the planning of the buildings' staff development programs.
The no response was mentioned by two principals who planned
by themselves, three principals whose District did the planning, four principals who had a building committee plan, and
two principals who used their whole staff to plan.

Based upon

this information, the method of planning a building staff development program does not seem to affect how a principal perceives his/her role in the staff development process.
Having a smaller staff did not seem to have an effect on
the principal being able to handle his/her role in staff development without conflict to his/her manager role.

Six of

the nine yes responses were from principals with staffs under
twenty-one teachers.
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x.

What are the Consequences of Your Actions Within the
Staff Development Program?
Number of
M
F

Principal
Benefits:
Minimal
More knowledgeable about
teachers' feelings on s. D.
Role is changing
Forced to be
instructional
leader
Less frustrated
Takes away roadblocks
Child Benefits:
Student growth
Good scores
Teacher Benefits:
Positive-highly
motivated
Keeps growing
Climate:
Ready for change
and to try
Raises level of
concern
More dialog

Staff Size
<21 (31

>30

Experience
(4 (6 <10 (16 >15

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

6

4

4

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

4
1

0

0

2

2

3

1

0

1

1

2

0

0

1

2
4

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

4

2

0

1

1

2

0

2
2

2
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x.

Continued
Number of

Staff Size
(21 <31 >30

Experience
<4 (6 <10<16>15

M

F

Keeps on topic

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Participation
is important

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Legitimizes
teachers making
decisions

2

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

Nothing done
without principal

2

2

3

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

Parents are happy

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Program
Activities:
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X.

What are the consequences of your actions within the
staff development program?
Principal participation is a key characteristic and com-

ponent to effective staff development programs according to
Duke, McDonnell, Hall, Fielding and Schalock, and Wood and
Thompson.
portant.

Principal #38 stated that his participation was imHe participated so that his teachers felt that the

staff development activities were worthwhile.

Principal #87

has stated that she models continual learning so her staff
would see the importance of continuing to learn.

Increased

teacher participation due to principal participation is a
tenet of Fielding and Schalock.
If principals do not participate in their buildings'
staff development programs, the consequences of their actions
could have a reverse effect on staff development activities.
The staff development program would have limited activities
and not effect a change in behavior.

Principal #1 stated that

he felt his actions produced a minimal effect on the program.
He was not part of the building committee.

Yet, for earlier

questions, he responded that he planned the staff development
program for his building with occassional interaction with a
small group of teachers.

His participation level, follow-up/

feedback and support strategies were limited in variety to
getting materials, observation, and participation.

The only

staff development activity he mentioned was workshopconference.

Principal #1 is an example of a principal who

does not actively participate in the staff development program.
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The program within his building is very traditional.

There

were two other principals (#7 and #67) who participated in a
minimal number of staff development strategies, and whose
staff development programs on the building level used a limited
number of activities.

Their responses to the consequences of

their actions in the staff development program reflect the
schools' climates:

level of concern, more dialog, and being

able to plan for meetings to occur.

All three of these prin-

cipals indicated a high interest in staff development, and yet
their responses show very traditional activities.

Only two

strategies were mentioned that indicated an acknowledgement
of what an up-to-date staff development program would entail:
visiting the classrooms by Principal #67 and improving the
school's climate by Principal #7.
As an instructional leader, the principal needs to be
visible and have contact with the students.

This contact can

be fostered by visits to the room, modeling lessons, or interacting with students.

Yet, as in the responses to other

questions, child benefits still had the least number of responses.

Teacher benefits had the most concentrated number

of responses.

Therefore, the principals must spend their time

relating to their staffs and do not become involved with the
students on a regular basis.

Principals #4, #43, #67, and #89

were four principals who stated that they went into classrooms
and worked with students as a principal.

Principal #43 went

into classrooms everyday and read to students.

Yet all four

of these principals did not give child benefits as a response
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to the consequences of their actions.

The two principals

(#11 and #100) who did respond with child benefits to this
question were female and had staff sizes under twenty-one
teachers.

Principal #11 also mentioned test scores as a con-

sequence of the staff development program of her building.
Six other principals who mentioned child benefits as a consequence of their buildings' programs did not feel that their
individual actions contributed to child benefits.
Possibly the principals felt that through teacher benefits (professional and personal growth) the students would
benefit.

Only eleven principals responded with teacher bene-

fits as a consequence of their actions.

Again as an instruc-

tional leader the principal must work with, listen to, and
discuss operations with teachers.

Therefore, the researcher

felt that teacher benefits would be a logical consequence as
to how the principals perceive their actions in staff development.

With only eleven responses in this category, principals

are not always thinking about the growth of their staffs.
Nine of the teacher benefit responses were related to
personal growth, and two of the responses were related to professional growth.

This division of responses differed from

past responses of definition and the reason for using staff
development.

Even though the principals emphasized profes-

sional growth as the impetus for a staff development program,
within their buildings the emphasis is on motivation of staff
which is personal growth.

Principals have a chance for more

personal contact than for participation and interaction in a
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staff development activity.

Getting teachers to want to par-

ticipate in staff development activities and to try new behavior is an attitude that will help the building's educational
system.

Wood and Thompson, Barth, McEnvoy, Edd, Hall, and

Vacca and Vacca all have stated that the principal's role is
to foster teachers' motivation to learn.

In this regard only

nine of the interviewed principals seem to be actively involved in strategies and activities that foster personal
growth.

The researcher questions why more principals did not

respond with personal growth since principals are expected to
promote this aspect of staff development for their staffs.
The consistency among answers for the consequence questions had three principals (#4, #25, and #79) mention personal
growth for both questions.

Only Principal #25 mentioned per-

sonal growth as part of his staff development definition.
For professional growth consistency among the responses
to both consequence questions, the researcher found only
Principal #100 who responded with professional growth for
both questions.
Climate received more response in regard to the consequences of principal action than it had for the consequences
of the building's staff development program or in relation to
the principals' definitions of staff development.

The climate

of the building reflects on the leadership quality of the
principal according to Barth and Hall.

The climate, as well

as teacher's personal growth, are two areas that a principal
can directly effect with his/her interactions with the staff.
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Only ten principals mentioned this consequence that is easily
attained if the principals are interacting with their staffs.
Principals #11, #15, #35, and #79 also mentioned climate in
their responses to the consequences of their buildings' programs.

Principals #35 and #79 also referred to climate in

their definitions of staff development.
Four principals (#43, #52, #61, and #67) stressed that
without their actions the staff development programs within
their buildings would not exist.

Principals #43 and #52 plan

their buildings' staff development programs by themselves.
Principal #61 stated that she took the lead so that the
teachers would participate on a more frequent basis.

Princi-

pal #52 stated that if she did not plan the staff development
activities, the program "would fall on its face."

To further

emphasize their importance in the staff development process
within their schools, Principals #43 and #61 were two of three
principals who mentioned that due to their actions the staffs
were getting pushed into trying new behavior.

These two prin-

cipals used many staff development strategies and their buildings employed a large variety of staff development activities.
There were nineteen interviewed principals whose actions
were not fostering all four components of an effective staff
development program according to the staff development definitions of Dillon-Peterson and Rogus and Shaw.

The principals

need to improve upon their understanding of staff development
and then organize their participation strategies that will
focus on the four components of professional and personal
growth, child benefits, and climate.
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XI.

What Have Been Your Major Contributions as a Principal
to the Staff Development Program?
Number of
M
F

Staff Size
<21 (31

>30

Experience
<4 (6 (10 (16

>15

Getting
Materials:

3

5

3

4

1

1

2

3

0

2

Ideas and Needs:

3

3

5

1

0

2

1

1

0

2

3

2

3

2

0

2

2

1

0

0

5

3

2

6

0

1

1

3

1

2

4

6

5

4

1

3

4

2

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

2

1

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

Actions of
Principal:
Get teachers to
have attitude of
taking a risk
Modeling, peer
coaching, substituting
Encouragement
Employ new
staff
Find teachers who
need enrichment
Leadership
Weekly bulleting
Climate:
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XI.

What have been your major contributions as a principal
to the staff development program?
The principals interviewed stressed their actions as a

major contribution to their staff development programs.

Giv-

ing encouragement to staff members was the contribution with
the highest number of responses.

This response relates well

with Sergiovanni and Starratt's facilitator role of the principal and with the opinion and research of McDonnell, Edd,
McEnvoy, and Wood, Thompson, and Russell.

Of the ten princi-

pals who mentioned encouragement as a major contribution, nine
of these principals also stated that they used encouragement
as part of their follow-up/feedback and support strategies.
Principal #38 was the only principal who did not mention encouragement directly as part of his follow-up/feedback and
support strategies.

He did mention evaluation as the strategy

he used for follow-up and feedback.
his support strategies.

Conferencing was part of

His contribution to the building's

staff development program was getting his teachers started in
the process.

He felt his encouragement was an impetus for

his staff to participate in staff development activities.
Modeling and.getting materials were the next two highest
number of responses.

As mentioned earlier, modeling and get-

ting materials are two strategies stressed by Thompson and
Cooley research, Ragus and Shaw, Bishop, Barth, McEnvoy, or
Sergiovanni and Starratt.
Modeling did not have a favorable connection between
principal responses to the questions of follow-up/feedback,
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support, and major contributions.

None of the six principals

mentioned modeling as a strategy they employed for follow-up/
feedback or support.

Yet all of them felt modeling was a

major contribution of theirs to the staff development programs
within their buildings.

The researcher questions how major

this contribution can be if it was not mentioned as a strategy
used by the principals for follow-up/feedback and support.
Peer coaching was mentioned by Principal #7.
strategy followed the same connection as modeling.

This
He did

not respond with peer coaching when asked how he followed up
and gave feedback and support.
Principal #25 felt one of his major contributions to the
staff development program within his building was that of substituting for the teachers.

He did mention substituting as a

strategy he used for supporting the staff development program.
Modeling, peer coaching, and principal substituting are
strategies that have been emphasized within the last five
years.

These strategies are not traditional in nature like

materials, sending to conferences, and encouragement.

As can

be seen by this research, the newer strategies are not being
widely used as of yet.

Principals are becoming aware of new

participation strategies that they should use to foster staff
development programs.
nology.

The principals seem to know the termi-

However, the principals interviewed on the whole are

not applying their knowledge concerning an effective staff
development program as fully as is possible.

As Prosise
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stated in his research, principals used to be involved in
staff development programs of their own in order to understand
and then change their behavior.
Ragus and Shaw stated in their second component that it
was important for the principal to supply the necessary
materials if the staff development program was to be successful.

Getting materials showed a connection between the ques-

tions of major contribution and support strategies in six of
the eight principals who mentioned getting materials as a
major contribution.

Principal #89 did not mention getting

materials in either of her answers for follow-up or support.
Ideas and needs were the next highest response given by
the interviewed principals.

The researcher questions how the

principals would know the needs of their staffs if needs assessments were not given.

Individual discussions with in-

dividual teachers can only supply individual concerns and not
develop a plan of action that encompasses individual and school
goals and objectives.

A tenet of adult learning is that an

adult will learn if the information is pertinent to that person according to Wood and Thompson.

However, a needs assess-

ment is a fundamental component to staff development programs
according to the staff development models of Wood and Thompson,
Bishop, Hall, Rogus, and Rodriquez and Johnstone.

Only Prin-

cipals #11, #52, and #61 had mentioned needs assessment as
part of their staff development program.
Principal #35 in her response to the consequences of
her actions within the building's staff development stated
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that the staff development program forced her to be an instructional leader.

The researcher was surprised that she

did not mention being an instructional leader as one of her
major contributions.

Her three responses to the question

were not specific enough to determine if her actions did indeed make her more of an instructional leader.

Taking risks,

giving support, and being a cheerleader were her three responses.

These answers do not indicate what she actually did

to foster professional growth and better student achievement.
In associating more of her responses to other questions, the
researcher found that her strategies of follow-up/feedback
and support began to emphasize an instructional leadership
role.
The average number of major contributions mentioned by
the interviewed principals was three.
four contributions.
tions.

Seven principals named

Seven principals named three contribu-

Five principals named two contributions.

Principal

#87 mentioned one major contribution as a "climate of
cooperation."
The principals' follow-up/feedback and support actions,
the consequences of their participation, and their major contributions should link.
sponses did link.

For fourteen principals, their re-

For five principals, their contributions

did not link with what they had stated concerning their
strategies or consequences of participation.

Principal #7

gave more detailed activities for his contribution than his
explanation of how he supported the staff development program
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within his building.

Principal #79 had more strategies and

participation actions than she mentioned under contributions.
Principal #100's responses specified more interaction between
her staff and herself than did her contributions.
When the contributions were organized into the categories of participation with staff (modeling, listening,
cheerleader, substitutes for) and managerial (resources, bulletins,

released time), the researcher found eleven princi-

pals who had contributions in both categories.
principals were male.

Six of these

Four principals stressed participation

contributions, and five principals stressed managerial contributions.

Of the principals who stressed managerial con-

tributions, three were female.
Staff development success comes from a "doing" principal.

This "doing" principal participates and through his/her

participation makes contributions that will help the staff
development program.
and materials.

Staff

developmen~

is not just workshops

The majority of principals interviewed are

cognizant of this philosophy.

All the principals are trying

to work with their staffs for a better educational environment.

However, onlj fourteen principals have mentioned ac-

tivities and strategies that can make their staff development
programs effective according to the models of staff development and the experts mentioned in Chapter II.
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XII.

What Tips Would You Give to Other Principals
Concerning Staff Development?
Number of
M
F

Staff Relations:
Get staff
involved
Develop positive
relationships
Role of
Principal:
Be visible
Become knowledgeable on change
Listen, watch,
learn
Know yourself
Management
Strategies:
Know curriculum
and reading
Recognize needs needs assessment
Develop a mission
statement

Staff Size
<21 <31

>30

Experience
(4 (6 (10 (16) 15

4

6

2

3

1

3

1

4

1

1

3

6

4

5

0

2

2

4

1

1

3

1

1

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

5

2

3

1

1

3

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

2

3

1

0

2

0

0

0

2

4

1

1

3

1

2

1

1

0

1

1

2

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

1
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XII.

What tips would you give to other principals
concerning staff development?

Staff relations was the strongest area for tips from the
interviewees.

Vacca and Vacca, Fortenberry, Duke, and Ragus

and Shaw have all mentioned the importance that teacher input
in the decision-making process has on the success of a staff
development program.
ten principals.
of principals.

Getting staff involved was mentioned by

This response was given by the largest number
Principal #1 had stated he could plan the

staff development program of his building by himself.
stated he believed in staff input.
ideas from members of his staff.
on a regular basis, however.

Yet he

He did mention getting
This activity did not happen

Principals #11, #79, and #100

had their staff development programs come from District planning, and they stressed the importance of staff input.

Prin-

cipals #11 and #79 both stressed along with Principal #25 that
no staff development decision should be made by the principal
alone.

Teachers should be involved in making the decisions

according to these three principals.

Principals #11 and #25,

in their responses to the support question, mentioned specifically that they would listen to and talk with their staffs.
Principal #61 stated that involving teachers in the decisionmaking process gave them ownership in the staff development
process.
Staff involvement is an essential component to an effective staff development program.

Yet only ten principals

out of the twenty interviewed stressed staff involvement as
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an area to be fostered.

Three of the principals (#1, #79,

and #100) who mentioned staff input had minimal staff input
in their building staff development programs.

Of the princi-

pals whose staff development programs included staff involvement in planning and participation, only seven of them felt
strongly enough to mention staff input for their response to
this question.

Staff input in the decision-making process is,

therefore, not an integral part of the principals' staff development programs.
Listening to teachers and having their involvement in
the staff development process of the building can help improve the building's climate.

Through Dillon-Peterson's and

Rogus and Shaw's definitions, the climate of a school should
be trusting and respectful.

Wood and Thompson have mentioned

that learning will occur if respect, trust, and concern are
evident.

Barth stressed that the principal is the individual

who fosters the staff's growth by the climate he/she strives
to generate.

Positive relationships had the second highest

response rate for this question.

Positive relationships con-

nect with how a principal thinks about his/her staff.

Having

staff involved in the staff development decision-making
process and developing positive relationships shows a Theory Y
attitude on the part of the principal.

Principals #23, #25,

#61, and #100 mentioned both responses as part of their
answers.
Principal #11 was the only principal who had mentioned
climate in her definition of staff development.

She stressed
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in her support activities that she talked with the staff and
sent thank-you notes to members of the staff when they had
tried a new behavior.

All of the principals who responded to

this question stressed encouraging through listening and communications.
The number of responses for staff relations is low considering the importance of staff input and climate.

As the

research has emphasized, involvement between teachers and the
principal is important for progress to occur.

By not foster-

ing open communication and a feeling of well-being, the principals are hindering their staff development programs no matter how many other components and/or activities are planned.
Being visible within the school is not a traditional
strategy.

Duke and Worth and Worth have emphasized visibility

as a method for monitoring a staff development program.

Prin-

cipal #67 specifically stated that he felt principals should
be visible within their schools.

Walking the hallways and

visiting the classrooms to observe or participate in the activities will help a principal become aware of the actual dayto-day happenings of the classroom.

Principal #43 emphasized

how he visited classrooms everyday.

To enhance the school's

goal of improving reading, Principal #43 read to students
everyday or sat in with a class for Sustained Silent Reading.
Evaluation and observation are ongoing strategies used
by sixteen of the principals interviewed.

Yet visiting and

being visible were mentioned by only four principals.

Evalua-

tion and observation can be more of an administrative task
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concerning teachers.

By visiting and being visible the prin-

cipal is now relating to students within the school

The

students can see another individual, one of authority, being
interested in their academic and social growth.

Also through

visiting, an informal monitoring of the expected teacher
change in behavior can occur.

This informal monitoring is

less stressful because it is not related to evaluation and
can be more helpful with the communications that should occur
after the visitation has taken place.
Improving the instruction of a teacher through changed
behavior is the role of an instructional leader.

With only

four principals mentioning being visible, the researcher contends that the instructional leadership role of the principal
has not developed as expected.

As stated earlier, the leader-

ship role in staff development activities and strategies used
have not been developed enough by the principals to encompass
a complete staff development program.
Recognizing needs and developing a mission statement
are two other responses related to newer strategies connected
with the Reform Package of 1985.

Both responses substantiate

that the interviewed principals are not fully aware of what
their role should be within the staff development process and/
or they are not doing everything possible to foster a successful staff development program.
The staff development models of Wood and Thompson,
Bishop, Hall, and Ragus have stressed needs assessment as a
key component in an effective staff development program.

Of
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the five principals who expressed recognizing needs as an
important activity, none of them mentioned needs assessment
in earlier responses.
Rodriquez and Johnstone, Wood and Thompson, Hall, Rogus,
and Worth and Worth stress plans of action or goals as important in developing staff development activities that are responsive to staff and District needs.

A good staff develop-

ment program includes organization and planning.

Yet only

three principals (#7, #52, and #87) mentioned developing a
mission statement.

Without a plan of action the staff devel-

opment process could be nonfocused and, therefore, not as
successful as possible.

The principal must be able to direct,

facilitate, and/or lead the staff into forming a mission
statement which would direct the actions of the staff in the
staff development process.

Fourteen principals mentioned

goals through their District programs or their building programs.

Mission statements were not related to the goals and

objectives developed by the fourteen principals.

Only Prin-

cipals #4 and #89 discussed plans of action made for longer
than a one-year period.
Mission statements, long-range planning, and needs assessments are components of successful staff development programs.

The principals interviewed continue to display a lack

of involvement in these components.
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Some Closing Remarks Made by a Number of Interviewees
1. Staff development needs continuity and goals for each
year.
Staff development should not be a one-time deal. #23
2. Staff development goals need to be made at least every
other year. #61
3. The principal's job is to make the teachers succeed with
the goals. #67
4. The staff must be involved in the staff development
process and program. #23
5. The principal needs to be seen as committed to the staff
development program. #4
6. The principal needs to separate the legal observation
for evaluation from the observation done to promote teacher
growth. #25
7. Weekly bulletins are a good follow-up activity to help
the teachers. #38 #43 #67
8. Parent newsletters and parent inservice meetings will
help the community to understand the changes in curriculum
that are taking place within the school. #43 #100
9.
#25

Principals should visit classrooms on a regular basis.

10. Principals need to give encouragement for their staffs
to try new behavior and be willing to change. #35
11. A staff development program should include the needs of
the district, building, and individual teacher. #61
12.

Staff development is needed for change to occur.

13.

Staff development needs continuity.

#1

#23

14. The principal does not have to be the boss.
of staff is part of staff development. #11

Nurturing

15. The principal's job is to make the teachers succeed with
the goals. #67
16. The staff development needs a lot of different vehicles
to learn. #35
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Current Activities of Staff Development
Mentioned by the Interviewees
Number of Principals
Who Mentioned the Activity
1.

Communications with staff

16

2.

Workshops or conferences

14

3.

Articles, handouts, or
shelf with journals

13

4.

Meetings with staff

13

5.

Agendas

12

6.

Released time for teachers

11

7.

Getting materials

11

8.

Inservice

10

9.

Principal models new
behavior

10

Participation in staff
development activity

10

10.
11.

Observation

8

12.

Speakers to school

8

13.

Needs assessment

6

14.

Evaluation process

5

15.

Training

5

16.

Peer coaching

4

17.

Visits to classrooms

3

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The research for this dissertation focused on the principal' s role in staff development within a two-county area of
Illinois.

Forty-seven selected districts out of sixty-one

districts had elementary school principals with buildings
housing grades K-3 to K-6.

An initial survey was sent to one

hundred-fifteen principals within those forty-seven districts.
From the survey results, twenty principals were chosen to be
interviewed concerning their activities within their staff
development programs.

Selection was based on gender, staff

size, administrative experience within their buildings, and
information concerning their staff development activities.
Of the twenty principals, seven principals rated their interest in staff development as above average, and thirteen
principals rated their interest as high.

The principals in-

terviewed spent an average of 3.2 hours every two weeks on
staff development activities.
Principal involvement, feedback, and support are three
important ingredients to a successful staff development program according to the National Staff Development Council;
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Wood, Thompson, and Russell; McDonnell; and others.

This

research indicated that all principals were involved in
either their district or building staff development programs.
Six principals considered their involvement in district planning to be minor due to the districts' policies.

Three prin-

cipals had no involvement at the district level.

Al l princi-

pals had some involvement at the building level for staff
development.

Two principals felt their services were not that

important at the building level due to their districts doing
the planning for the programs.

Every principal mentioned one

strategy or more that showed feedback and support for the
staff development program within their building and/or district.
The most frequently mentioned activity which stressed
how the principals were engaged in staff development was in
communication with their staffs.

Sixteen principals stated

this activity in their interviews.

Encouragement was the

major thrust of the communication.

Eight principals wanted

their staffs to take risks and try new behavior.

Sending

teachers to workshops and conferences was the second highest
activity mentioned with fourteen responses.

Facilitating

staff meetings, grade-level meetings, or small group meetings
and distributing articles and handouts followed with thirteen
responses.
The principals demonstrated their leadership role in
their staff development programs again by their use of communication techniques.

Conducting meetings was again second.

Four principals mentioned leadership as a contribution to
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their staff development programs.

Four principals also stated

that without their actions there would be no staff development
within their buildings.
How the principals engaged in staff development activities connected highly with their leadership role.

Only two

principals stated that the teachers ran the building staff
development program.
The principals were divided almost evenly in their
opinion concerning a possible conflict between their roles in
staff development and building management.

Even with a con-

flict mentioned, principals stressed activities in which they
participated that enhanced their staff development programs.
These principals would have liked to be involved more or have
less administrative responsibilities so they could concentrate
on staff development activities.
Professional growth and teacher benefits were the most
often given responses to what staff development signified to
the principals, the consequences of the staff development
programs, and the consequences of their actions.

Child bene-

fits, according to Dillon-Peterson as one of the outcomes of
an effective staff 'development program, was not mentioned
regularly to show a concern of the interviewees.

The majority

of principals concentrated on staff development activities
relating to the teachers of their staffs and did not go beyond
the teachers' rewards within their staff development programs.
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Conclusions
1.

Staff development activities are starting to relate

more to individual building staffs.

District-level staff

development activities are still existent.

However, individual

schools are beginning to expand upon their district's programs
or develop plans of their own to meet their individual needs
when district policy permits.
2.

The staff development activities are not planned

around deficiencies as they have been in the past.

The planned

activities emphasize professional growth and teacher benefits.
3.

Inservicing is not considered synonymous with staff

development.

Inservicing is only one of seventeen different

staff development activities used by the principals and their
districts.
4.

Long-range goals of three to five years are not

being utilized on a regular basis.
S.

Due to the emphasis on professional growth and com-

munications, staff development activities are taking place on
a regular basis.

The one-day inservice or one-time speaker

has been perceived as not being beneficial in promoting changed
behavior.

Activities are being developed to introduce, teach,

and support new behavior.
6.

Principals are engaged in a variety (19) of staff

development strategies to benefit individual teachers and/or
entire staffs.
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7.

Issues of importance for staff development programs

include reading, math, hands-on curriculum, writing, cooperative learning, discipline, or building climate.
8.

Teachers are becoming more involved in the planning

of their staff development programs.
veys, and requests are being used.

Needs assessments, surSeventeen principals

stressed teacher input as important to the success of a staff
development program.
9.

Communication between the principal and his/her

staff and between the principal and individual teachers is an
ongoing staff development activity.

These communications are

usually informal and oral but can be written in the form of
notes.
10.

The majority of communications between the princi-

pal and individual teacher concerning staff development is not
in a summative framework.
11.

Evaluation is still connected to the staff develop-

ment process in a number of districts.
12.

The faculty meeting is the major avenue for staffs

to discuss, plan, and prepare staff development activities
within their buildings.
13.

A small number of principals are realizing the im-

portance of being visible within their buildings through
classroom visits and small group meetings.
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14.

Principals are involved in the staff development

process through district committees, communication with their
staffs, disseminating articles, getting resources, substituting, and modeling.
15.

Newer strategies, such as substitution, modeling,

and peer coaching are not being actively engaged by all
principals.
16.

Through teacher decision-making in the staff de-

velopment process, some principals found themselves becoming
partners with their staffs.
17.

Principals are more involved in the staff develop-

ment process than they realize.
18.

Mandated issues are not stressed as reasons for

staff development activities to be planned.
19.

Child benefits are not viewed as an important out-

come of a staff development program when compared to professional growth and personal growth.
20.

Principals with smaller staffs were more willing

to be interviewed than principals with larger staffs.
21.

Smaller staff size helped the principal's communi-

cation skills with his/her staff;

made a building's climate

an important outcome of the staff development activities; and
fostered modeling, peer coaching, and substituting.
22.

Staff size did not have an effect on a principal's

perception of conflict between the role of staff developer or
building manager.
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23.

There is no clear perception as to a conflict be-

tween the principal's roles of staff developer and building
manager.
24.

Years of experience within the school building did

not have a significant effect on the principal's role in
staff development.
25.

Female principals were more person-oriented in

their activities than male principals.
26.

The male principals were less building managers

and more staff developers than the researcher expected.
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Recommendations
1.

Each staff development program should be planned

from long-range goals to eliminate a patchwork schedule of
activities.

A mission statement would be beneficial in focus-

ing the goals and, therefore, the activities.
2.

Principals need more staff development information

and training to receive a better understanding of the staff
development process, their role within that process, and to
widen the staff development strategies they use.
3.

The evaluation process needs to be taken out of the

staff development process because teachers are less willing to
try a new behavior when their evaluation rating depends on
their performance of the new behavior.

Changing behavior takes

time, and the evaluation process does not always offer the
time needed for the change to occur.
4.

School Districts need to emphasize the instructional

leadership role of their principals so staff development would
become a priority.

A de-emphasis of the building manager role

needs to occur.
Support needs to be given from the District for the
principal to enhance the staff development program within his/
her building so that the needs of the building can be met.

s.

Staff development planning and discussion about

completed staff development activities need to be taken out
of faculty meetings where the business issues of the school
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are also discussed.

With separate times, staff development

will not be rushed between management issues.

Time will be

available for discussion and planning to occur.
6.

Principals need more staff development activities

related to their needs so they can discuss among themselves
ideas or tired activities.

Principals need peer support to

enhance their role in staff development.
7.

Principals need to focus their staffs on more

specific themes.

Instead of three or four major issues to be

discussed, planned, and activated for changed behavior, the
staff should emphasize a theme and concentrate on it.

This

way the staff will not feel pulled in too many directions.
Expectations will be more easily understood.

Concentration

to try new behavior will be easier.
8.

Principals need to recognize publicly individual

achievement more often.
lacking.

This form of encouragement has been

Through news articles, bulletins, or recognition

at meetings, the individual will be encouraged to keep trying
the new behavior, and the rest of the staff will be encouraged
to try as well.
9.

Each school building should have its own staff de-

velopment program geared toward the specific needs of the
staff and students but should include the needs of the District
as well.
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10.

How an adult learns should be incorporated into

the planning and development of activities of the building's
staff development program.
11.

The staff development programs need more consis-

tent teacher input in the decision-making process.
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Suggestions for Further Study
Studies should be conducted to answer the following
questions:
1.

Should a principal be involved at the District

level of staff development?

Would his/her presence at the

District level be a benefit to the building's program?
2.

How do the District's and building's staff devel-

opment programs relate to each other?

Are there advantages

or disadvantages to having the two programs connect?
3.

With more literature and emphasis on instructional

leadership and staff development, will the principal redefine
his/her role in staff development even more?
4.

What are the colleges and universities doing to

foster the instructional leadership and staff development
roles of future principals?
5.

How does the school building staff perceive the

principal's role and actions in staff development?

Does the

staff have areas of concern for improving the role of the
principal within the staff development process?
6.

Are the staff development actions of the principals

interviewed similar to the staff development actions of principals in other areas of the state?
7.

Have the test scores of the students improved since

staff development programs have been mandated?

In what
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activities has the principal been involved if the test scores
have improved?

What strategies of action has the principal

fostered to help the scores improve?
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Number
SURVEY QUESTIONS
(Please print)
Name:
School District:

School:

School Address:

School Telephone:
CIRCLE OR CHECK THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER
Sex:
2.

Female

Male

Educational level attained:
C. A. S.
M. S. in Ed.
C. A. S. plus hours
M. S. plus hours

EdD/PhD

3.

Have you had any specific classes on staff development?
No
Yes

4.

Years of experience as the principal of your current
school:
10-14 years
4-5 years
1st year
15 years or more
6-9 years
2-3 years

5.

Size of your teaching staff:
21-30 teachers
10 teachers or less
31-40 teachers
11-20 teachers

41-50 teachers
over 50 teachers

6.

Size of your school district by elementary school
buildings:
9-10 buildings
4-5 buildings
1 building
over 10 buildings
6-8 buildings
2-3 buildings

7.

Do you have an assistant principal within your building
whose duties include working with staff development
programs?
No
Yes
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Survey Questions Continued
8.

How much time do you spend on staff development within
your building per two weeks?
0-1 hour
3 hours
6-7 hours
2 hours
4-5 hours
over 7 hours

9.

What is your professional interest in staff development?
Low
Moderately Low
Average
Above Average
High

10.

Who is involved with staff development within your
district:
(Check all entries that apply.)
Director of Curriculum
Parent
~-Superintendent
Outside Consultants
Teacher
~-Principal

11.

Who initiates the staff development program within your
district? (Check all entries that apply.)
State direction
Central Office
Committee of
teachers
~-Principals
~-Individual buildings

12.

Check all entries that you think are important components
of a staff development program:
~-Inservice

programs ~-Building planning
Evaluations
~-Principal interaction with staff
Needs Assessment
District planning ~-Principal involvement
District planning with teacher input
State mandate
13.

Would you be willing to be involved in a follow-up
interview?
No
Yes

14.

Would you like the results of the survey and interview to
be mailed to you upon completion of my dissertation?
Yes
No

15.

Please list several staff development activities in which
you are involved and participate.

APPENDIX B
SURVEY RESULTS
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SURVEY RESULTS
w
Prin.

#

Male

1

x

x

2

x

x

3
4
5
6
7

x

8
....

,,

'

9
10
11
12
13
14
·15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30

Female

Education
MS MS+ PhD

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Experience at School

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes-w
yes
yes
yes-w
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes-w
yes
yes
yes
yes

workshop

1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-14 15
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

no

x

x

Staff
Dev.
Class

==

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
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Survey Results Continued
Time is bi-weekly
Prin.
#

Size of Staff
-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+

x
x

1

H
AA
A

High
Above Average
Average
Time/Interest
hrs. level
2

H

5

10

x

7+

A
A
H
A
A
AA
AA
AA
A

11

x

3

H

2

H

5

AA
H
AA
A
H
H

3

AA

1

2
3
4

1

x
x

1

5

x

1

6

x

2

7

1

x

x
x

8
9

7

x

12
13

x

1

14

x

7

15

x
x
x

3

16
18

1
7

x

19

x

20
22

x

5

23

x

1

24

x

2

AA
H
H
AA

2

AA

5

AA
H
AA
AA

21

x

x

25

x

26
27

x

7

29

x

7

30

x

5
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Survey Results Continued

Prin.
#

31

Male
x

34

x
x
x
x

35
37
38

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

68

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

65
67

x
x
x

x
x

62

66

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

61
63

x
x
x
x

x

47
48

x
x

44
45

x
x
x

x

42
43

x
x

x

39
41

x
x
x
x
x

x

32
33

Female

Education
MS MS+ PhD

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Staff
Dev.
Class
yes-w
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

Experience at School
1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-14 15

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Survey Results Continued
Prin.
#

Size of Staff
-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+

x

31

x

32

x

33

x

34

x

35

x

37
38

x
x

39
41
42

x
x
x
x
x

43
44
45
47

x
x

48

x

49
51

x
x

52

x

53

Time/Interest
hrs. level
3

AA

7+

H

5

AA

7

H

7+

H

5

H

5

H

2

H

5
3

AA
A

7+

H

5

AA

2

H

2

H

3
1

A
AA
A

1

H

5

AA

1

54

x

7

H

55

x

5
3

A
A

x

6

H

3

AA

3

H

56

x

57
58
61
62

x
x

H

x
x
x

2
2

AA
AA
AA

67

x

1

H

68

x

1

H

63
65
66

1

x
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Survey Results Continued

Pr in.
#
69
71
72
76
77
79
80
81
82
83
85
86
87
88
89
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
100
102
103
104
106
108
109
110
111

Male

Female

Education
MS MS+ PhD

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

Staff
Dev.
Class
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes-w
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

Experience at School
1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-14 15
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
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Sruvey Results Continued
Prin.
#

69
71
72
76
77
79
80
81
82
83
85
86
87
88
89
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
100
102
103
104
106
108
109
110
111

Size of Staff
-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+

Time/Interest
hrs. level
2
1
3
5
3
5
7+
1
7
5
3
3

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

H
H

AA
H
H
H

H
H

AA
AA
AA
AA

x
x
x
x
x

2
3
3
2

AA
AA
AA
H

AA

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

7+
1
1
1
5
2
2
7
3
1
1
2
3

H

A
A
A
H

A
A
H

AA
A
AA
AA
AA
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Survey Results Continued

Prin.
#

113
114
115

Male

Female
x

x
x

Education
MS MS+ PhD

Staff
Dev.
Class

Experience at School

1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-14 15

x

yes

x

x

no

x

x

yes

x
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Survey Results Continued
Prin.
#

113
114
115

Size of Staff
-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+

Time/Interest
hrs. level

x

7

AA

x

5
5

H

x

H

APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Principal #

~~~~~

School
District
1.

What does staff development signify to you?

District:
2.

Why is a staff development program used within your
district?

3.

Explain the s. d. program within your district:
Who is involved in the planning?
Where does the planning take place?
When does it occur?
How is it accomplished?
How are the monies budgeted?
How are you involved in the above program?

Building:
3. Explain your s. d. program within your building:
Who is involved in planning?
When and Where does the planning occur?
Do you have separate monies that can be used?
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Interview Questions Continued
4.

How would you describe your participation in s. d. at
the building level?

5.

Is there follow-up and feedback within either program
on your part? Give examples.

6.

How do you show support for the staff development program?
Give examples.

7.

What are the consequences of your program?

8.

What are the consequences of your actions within the
program?

9.

Do you see any conflict between your role as staff
developer and building manager?

10.

What do you consider are your major contributions to
the s. d. process? Give examples.

11.

What tips would you give other principals concerning
participation in the staff development process?

12.

Is there anything else you would like to add?

Collect evidence and artifacts.
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